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Exclusive report on the 2013 Tour de France

All the exhilaration of a European summer
By Oliver Radic
(Valley Voice special correspondent)
The TDF is now over for another
year. Having been able to witness a
number of stages of this amazing race
first hand, from the TTT in Nice to
the twin ascent of Alpe d' Huez with
the added bonus of riding parts of

these stages just prior to the tour
going through has been an
unbelievable experience.
I spent the week preceding the tour in
the Pyrenees riding up many of the
major climbs, the most notable being
Col du Tourmalet , Col du Aubisque and
Luz Ardiden .
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Top of Piz Nair , St Moritz Switzerland .
Alt. 3057 metres. Mountain bike descent.
All which have featured strongly in past
tours. I managed to climb 7 (HC)
unclassified climbs and a few lesser
ones in that week.
The scenery with snow capped
mountains, deep valley gorges simply
stunning.
(Continued on page 23)
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Change not always for the better
of the Tour de France, and we congratulate
him on achieving personal goals while
enjoying the “holiday of a lifetime” in
Europe.
The social whirl shows no signs of any let up
with the Pre-school winter dance next out of
the blocks (August 10, details page 52), then
the second Celtic Gala Day on August 25
(details page 14), the third Noah’s Challenge
on September 7 (see page seven), the Trek
for Timor two weeks later (September 21)
and in October the School Gala Day and the
Folk Festival.
It is no wonder there is a need for a
volunteer army of such numbers when
events like these are an important part of the
cultural and social fabric of this community.
The increase in the ranks of the Rural Fire
Service in the Valley (four new members) is
great news, and the progress of the
development of our village garden project at
The Friendly Inn is another example of get
up and do rather than sit back and wait for
others.
Our Lions Club has long been a leader in
good works in the Valley, and it is heartwarming to read about successes in new
pursuits such as the Community Reading
Room (see page six) and the Village Garden
and the evolution of timeless journey at
Chakola (page 20).
Our regular contributors are supplemented
by a pleasing amount of “travel” inspired
observations, and we are grateful for the
analysis of matters of interest to the seniors
in our midst with regard to the upcoming
federal election (see page 15) from Tony
Barnett of behalf of the local committee.
With recent changes in the political
landscape we are really unable to focus on
the broad spectrum of political opinion.
Perhaps that will change whenever a
decision is made to change the previously
declared date which has been cancelled but
with no replacement announced.
Carl Leddy

We are fortunate in the Valley that
there is a reasonably reliable supply
of volunteers to undertake the myriad
of tasks necessary to maintain the
vigour and enthusiasm of the various
cultural, sporting and welfare groups
that are such a vital ingredient in
small communities such as ours.
There are risks involved in loading up the
willing workers to the point when it “all gets
too much”, and they throw up their hands
and throw in the towel with the result of
leaving more work to the balance of the team
still standing.
In addition to the regular workloads so
willingly undertaken from time to time,
questions of priority and purpose arise that
cut across lines of particular interests, and
our feature story (starting on page three) in
this edition of the Voice poses such a
dilemma.
In highlighting the issue it is not our desire to
inhibit those who contribute so much to the
welfare of the Valley and its residents (such
as our volunteer army), nor to diminish in
any way or make premature judgments, but
rather seek to maintain the shared objectives
of an informed community.
When becoming aware of the concept of
“restricted parking in the Valley” as a
proposal for consideration we asked some
people for their views, and others arrived
directly from those wishing to express their
opinion at the earliest possible time.
As a responsible news medium the Voice
wanted to accommodate those positions but
without hindering the opportunity of those
wishing to express their opinion about a
matter considered of some importance by
some of the people.
There is a contact for your responses on page
three, and there will undoubtedly be further
coverage next month.
We are delighted at being able to present part
two of Oliver Radic’s personalised coverage

The Editor

Letters to the Editor

Strong support for Braille concert
All letters must be signed by
the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified if necessary.
The writer’s name will be
published with the letter.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577
Or

A very hearty thank you to all the Valley
folk who braved the elements to attend the
Braille Music Concert at Frensham.
It was a very successful event for the group.
Kangaroo Valley was responsible for 28
places.
Approximately 120 people filled the hall
and $2400 was raised to help the camp
continue its wonderful work.
There were many highlights! 20 new young
students (some very young), helpers from
Fiji and with approximately
(Continued on page 4)
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Car parking restrictions proposition canvassed
Editor’s note:
There has been plenty of discussion in
recent weeks about parking in the village
area, following a note by the Chair of the
Roads Action Group to some interested
parties.
We print the letter from Wendy Caird below
and some early responses to the possibilities
of change from a selection of residents.
Please respond to Wendy (and the Valley
Voice) if you would like your point of view
heard (and hopefully listened to).

From Wendy Caird
I have had an approach from RMS about
a couple of issues that have come up
recently from Kangaroo Valley.
I'd appreciate your views so I can pass
them back.
1) they are suggesting there could be
some time constraints on street parking
in the downtown area, as a means to get
some more turnover and possibly help
businesses. Anything from 15 minutes to
two hours is possible.
I am talking with downtown businesses
to establish their views; my own view is
that we certainly need some limits on
"events" days such as the Folk Festival
and KV Show as people park all day in
one spot which is bad for shops and
cafes.
2) there are traffic calming beds between
the school and Catholic church which
are possibly redundant now the
pedestrian crossing has its traffic
calming impact. RMS is asking if these
could be removed, which would also free
up some more parking spaces.
I would appreciate feedback from
residents and visitors to
kvcollections@bigpond.com
Wendy Caird
Chair Road Action Group

Opinion from Lyn Obern
I am in strong objection to the
implementation of time zone parking in the
village. I cannot believe that this is of any
benefit to tourists nor retailers, and will, in
fact have the opposite effect and put people
off stopping. Many tourists park up in one
spot and meander from one side of the
retailers cross over and meander back, taking
time to look at all we have to offer. In this
leisurely stroll they may decide they are
hungry and stop into one of the eateries for
lunch/snacks etc, or sit in the nostalgia
factories cosy snug and peruse through some
books. If they are having to constantly worry
about moving their cars for fear of fines, it
will prevent them from taking this amble and
actually deprive shops and eateries of
custom.
I feel this whole issue has become out of
proportion and solely relates to personal
dislike of any of the wonderful annual events
that make this village a traditional country

affair.
If retailers wish to have this
kind of rigid, and personally
I feel off putting parking
system, I suggest they move
to a larger town where this
is more appropriate.
I cannot believe that the odd
days a year that we
celebrate local shows,
festivals and events is so
detrimental to the income of
these retailers.
It is these events that draw
tourists on other weekends as well as the
actual days the events are held.
Perhaps the crossing needs to be made a full
time crossing which would then ensure
everyone’s safety at all times in crossing the
road?
Lyn Obern

Opinion from Brenda Sambrook
Sad to see that our sleepy "village" will
become even more regimented if timed
parking comes in.
I do understand that shop owners require
turnover, but I cannot imagine that tourists
or even locals spend countless hours in our
main street so as to park in one spot for
hours (except of course on event days ie KV
Show, Folk Festival etc).
The issue of "policing" is also of relevance will it be up to our local police man (???do
we only have one), or penalty rate paid SCC
officer - and has anyone spoken with
Council?
The NON pedestrian crossing was always
going to be a deleterious idea - so many
people are unaware that crossing is of no
relevance to people in their vehicles and as
they are already going 40-50 km/hour, there
is no need for them to stop (legal or
otherwise).
This crossing has been put in place at no
doubt considerable cost - if it is to be safe
and effective it must become a true
pedestrian crossing
Brenda Sambrook

Opinion from David Short
Re item 1) I understand some concerns of
shop owners etc., but hate to think that our
village is going to suffer what has happened
in many places elsewhere with more signs
etc.
I also wonder who the parking warden might
be and who is going to pay their penalty rates
when their need on the job is deemed to be
mostly on a weekend?
Re Item 2; Please, please help get rid of
those 'garden' beds A.S.A.P.
This morning, Sunday, was rather chaotic
parking wise with tourists vying for spots
between the coming and going church
attendees.
I noted tourists wanting to stop in the empty
spaces now decreed "No Stopping" outside
Bistro 146 then driving off but with no

spaces available until the other side of the
RC Church.
We, the valley, lost their patronage.
Surely the spaces outside Bistro 146 at the
very least be restricted for the pre and post
schooldays only periods?
The signs on the approach side of island
outside The Church of the Good Shepherd
could no doubt be worded in a similar
manner.
As demonstrated this morning some are
under the impression that a full time
pedestrian crossing is in place.
A young mum with a stroller and two little
kids strutted into the road space causing a
rather urgent reaction on a driver's part to
avoid collecting multiple souls.
Another observation was the Priors bus still
stopping outside the Pie Shop, maybe they
don't realise the Bus Stop has moved as well?
Dave Short.

Opinion from Christopher Brangwin
I am informed that the suggestion has been
made to impose parking restrictions in the
village of Kangaroo Valley.
Surely this is not necessary in this small rural
community and there are plenty of parking
spaces available in the parking area.
So many of us have come to live here to lead
a life away from such a restrictive urban
environment.
Who would police such constraints?
Our wonderful policeman is not a parking
enforcement officer and has enough to do
here in the Valley, as well as to be on duty in
Nowra from time to time.
Let the Village function peacefully as it does
already.
Let’s not impose unnecessary restrictions on
our small community.
Christopher Brangwin
More letters on page four re this subject

Stop press
Endangered
species found in
the Valley.
Full story page 18
with colour photos.
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Letters to the Editor (continued)
(Continued from page 2)

50 students and 24 helpers it was once again
"Magic"!
The audience was invited to the dining room
after the show for another chance to meet
with these wonderful people.
Derek Lucas.
The Editor

Cutting red tape for local dairy
farmers
The New South Wales Government has
introduced an exemption to make it easier
for dairy farmers to transport silage (fodder)
trailers.
Since March 2011, the NSW Liberals and
Nationals Government has been working
diligently to rid the farming sector of 16
years of Labor generated red tape.
A Ministerial Order providing an exemption
has been made by Roads Minister Duncan
Gay to allow silage trailers up to three
metres wide to carry a load on our roads.
The red tape busting reform provides
flexibility to farmers when feeding their
livestock, by allowing silage produced at one
farm site to be transported to another site.
Farmers can now tow a laden silage trailer
up to 15 kilometres under the exemption.
Where more than 15 kilometres of travel is
necessary, a specific oversize permit will

often during the election campaign.
If there are particular matters that you
might require information on then please
contact me as below and I will make
every effort to address your concerns.
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allow silage trailers to travel up to 25
kilometres.
A silage trailer doesn’t need to be registered
but it must be towed by a registered or
conditionally registered tractor.
The exemption is only available to transport
loose grass and silage material intended as
feed for livestock.
The silage trailer operating conditions will
ensure their safe movement on roads by
requiring trailers carrying loads to meet
standards for brakes, mass limits, lights, tow
couplings, mudguards and suspension.
This practical, common sense reform is the
latest in a suite of measures to be introduced
by the NSW Government – including width
concessions for the transport of wool, hay,
straw and cotton bales – to improve access to
the road network, making it more efficient
for agricultural industries to do business.
The silage trailer exemption is also in line
with Victorian road rules, making it easier
for farmers to trade across the State border.
The reform is the result of consultation with
the Business Economics and Trade
Committee of NSW Farmers Association and
Diary Connect NSW.
Gareth Ward
Member for Kiama
The Editor

Bendeela wombat habitat revisited
I was alarmed to read Lyn Obern's report of
the work at Bendeela.
However, after inspecting the site myself, I
could find no evidence that any wombats
were harmed.
The mulched privet was barely a few inches
deep. Having seen what nature's little
bulldozers can do to a fence, I wouldn't
expect a bit of mulch to be any hindrance at
all.
The dozens of wombats I saw on my visit
appeared to be doing 'business as usual'.
Although this was not an Environment
Group project, Sydney Catchment
Authority's efforts to tackle the privet around
Tallowa Dam complement the work that we
have been doing for over ten years along the
banks of Kangaroo River. The wide
expanses of privet at Bendeela provided a
huge seed-bank for re-infesting the rest of
the Valley. They were simply too daunting
for cut-and-paint treatment, so another
method had to be found. The mulching
appears to have been done as sensitively as
possible, and the result will allow easy
access for follow-up spraying of the
regrowth.
Peter Stanton
President
Kangaroo Valley Environment Group

For Valley Voice
advertising
please phone
44 651 621
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The Editor

Danny is doing well
We thought you would be interested in an
update on how things have gone for local
man Danny Ross, since he made it to the
final four on Channel 9's "The Voice".
The show is putting together an album for
each of the finalists, which includes the
songs they sang on the show, one written
especially for them and two covers.
These albums will be released at the end of
July.
The great news for Danny is that he has also
been offered a recording contract with
Universal and will soon be recording his own
music.
Expect to hear more from him!
Thanks again for your interest and support
for Danny.
Lee Sharam
The Editor

Thanks and an update
I hope you will forgive me for hijacking
your letters column in this way.
Charlie, the kids and I would like to take
everyone in the community for being so kind
and supportive us in our first year.
As many amongst you will now know we are
obliged to visit my parents in England for
the next six weeks. We will be back on
September 16 and during this period Jesse
will be opening on weekends.
Thank you all very much again, we look
forward to seeing you on our return.
Charlie and Jason GG

More on the parking proposal
Opinion from Ken Novich
After living in Kangaroo Valley for 12 years
now, I feel I have the right to expect a few
changes to be made in the lifestyle here.
I am looking for a like-minded person (as I
believe it only takes two people to make
changes) who will support me.
I think the Sports Oval should be covered in
Astroturf because during Spring, the grass
makes me sneeze.
I think tourists should be stopped at Fitzroy
Falls unless they promise to spend at least
$1000 in the shops and restaurants.
We don’t want tyre-kickers in this town.
We should stop the children running in the
sack race section the of Iron Woman at the
Annual Show.
I actually saw one girl fall over and hurt
herself. It’s a disgrace.
Can we not move the pre-school to the top of
the escarpment. They really are very noisy
when they are enjoying themselves.
I’m sure that once the Council sees the level
of support my like-minded colleague and I
have, they will instigate these essential
changes.
Ken Novich

More on page 12
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Valley girl a
multiple Poultry
Show winner
Olesia Marles, who is well known in the Poultry Show
world has once again been successful in competing at
the Nowra Annual Show recently.
On Sunday July 21, Olesia’s trophies included one
Champion, 13 First prizes, four Second prizes, and two
Third prizes and that’s just one show!
On show days - from Nowra through to Goulburn and towns in
between and around this large area - .Olesia and her Dad,
Andrew, rise at the crack of dawn to get the poultry ready for the
days of the Shows.
This can mean not only an early start but, as well, putting the
birds back to their roosts in the dark.
Of course most of the hard work is between the shows when the
birds, especially Champion Jasper, need to be fed well, groomed
and also prepared for the noise and crowds of people who come
to admire how tame and friendly the birds are.
Olesia has the breed Pekins, and Snowy and Kiara are so calm,
they sit on her arm and talk to her .

Below: Prizes from Nowra Poultry Show
Above: Some of Olesia’s trophies
Right: Olesia with her prize winning Pekins
Snowy and Kiara.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Valley writing forum bringing new talent into the light
Whether they’re dropping in for a
book or a chat or coming along to one
of the activities, writers and readers
are coming out of their closets.
I heartily encourage this - it’s one of the
main reasons for the reading room’s
existence.
Sometimes it’s difficult to fit writing into an
adult life, and it can help to know other
people who understand the process of
making up stories and setting them down as
well-worded text.
In the Writing + Craft group, inspired and co
-facilitated by Cody Heartz, we have been
looking at how accomplished writers do this.
(We’re yet to do a Henry Lawson story but,
as we meet in the pub, where so many of his
stories began, I think we must.)
Writing doesn’t have to be taken seriously,
or studiously; it can provide the freedom to
play creatively, which can be useful in
rethinking all kinds of areas of life.
Children don’t need to work as hard as adults
to remember story play.
One of July’s delights was the Happy StoryHatchers holiday workshop for children - a
morning in which Kiah, Alexia, Molly,
Charlotte, Abigail, Luca, Livia and Ruby
learned a bit about the parts and production

of a picture book, and produced their own
illustrated stories.
Food was a popular topic and there were two
series produced, which I look forward to
following.
I think I’ll start with the Midnight Feast (two
books) and follow up with Candy Crush for
dessert (four books in the series!).
I’d love to know how the special Lunchtime
story ended up, too, and the story of the
godly cat and the sinful rat.
Another highlight of July was the Southern
Highlands Writers’ Festival, held in Bowral,
where (before I was felled by the flu) I saw
poet Ron Pretty, whose book What the
Afternoon Knows was launched at the
festival, and heard Wollongong author
Christine Howe (also a singer-songwriter and
academic colleague of a few residents) talk
about her first novel Song in the Dark.
This is an evocative and compelling novel
about Paul and his turbulent and troubled
path into adulthood - of course available to
borrow from the reading room.
I’d encourage readers, writers and
songwriters to check out the festival next
year.
It now seems months ago, but July began
with the launch of Mary Coustas’s powerful

memoir All I Know.
You need the tissues handy for this one but
it was a real pleasure to edit, and I promise
it’s uplifting overall.
Sometimes publishing can seem like just a
circus of so much paper, but this is one of
the books that have made the circus feel
worth it. Working with young word-lovers
also makes it worth it; thanks to Mrs Nickell
I’ll be one of three local writers working
with Year 6 readers and writers this term.
Can’t wait!
Children’s holiday workshops will be held
again in the September holidays, for
kindergarten through to high school (three
different workshops):
October 1 - Storyworks full-day workshop
for Years 3 to 6
October 2 - Happy Story-Hatchers
morning workshop for Years K to 2
October 3 - [redacted] full-day writing
workshop for Years 7 to 12.
Please contact me for details of these
workshops or writing groups and activities
for adults and children:
selena@texture.net.au, including Storytime
and Untamed Writing.
Selena Hanet-Hutchins

Council trials abolition
of approval fees for
outdoor dining

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (within the Office
of Environment and Heritage) are conducting a 1080 fox
baiting program in the Kangaroo Valley and Budgong
areas for the protection of the Endangered Brush-tailed
Rock-wallaby. This baiting has flow-on benefits for other
local wildlife and livestock. The baiting is conducted on
various private properties, NPWS estate, Sydney
Catchment Authority estate and vacant Crown land. All
bait stations in this program are permanently baited
throughout the year. This baiting will be conducting
using both 1080 buried baits and 1080 capsules in ejector
devices at the bait station locations. All properties being
baited are sign posted with the baiting dates and an
indication of which baiting methods are being used on
each property. Dog owners are reminded to ensure their
dogs do not wander as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080
poisoning.
For any further information please contact Melinda
Norton, or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS Highlands Area
Office, Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244.

Shoalhaven City Council has adopted
a two year trial on the abolition of
approval fees for outdoor dining on
Council footpaths.
The trial is anticipated to provide greater
incentives for local cafes and restaurants to
provide further alfresco dining options.
Further to the trial fee free period, Council
has also removed fees in relation to
development consents for outdoor dining on
Council footpaths.
Mayor, Joanna Gash said Council was
hoping to ease some of the pressures on
small business owners as well as helping to
create further local outdoor dining options.
“Before the implementation of this trial
period, Council had 13 separate charges for
outdoor dining areas depending on the
location of the application,” said Clr Gash.
“It is anticipated that the trial period will not
only remove some of the financial burdens
placed on small business owners but also
create a number of new outdoor dining
options within the City.
“This decision is a further example of
Council investigating ways of which to
further encourage growth within the local
business community.”
“Council will reassess the implications of
abolishing approval fees on outdoor dining
on Council footpaths at the completion of the
two year trial period.”
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Art raffle winner
shows great promise
When the Pagano family
from Macquarie Links
visited the art exhibition in
the Valley on the June
Long Weekend they were
impressed by the quality
of the works on exhibition
and bought raffle tickets to
support the promotion.
They were doubly pleased to
find they had a winning ticket
which was for an art lesson
with Larraine Hahlos,
When young Maritzio Pagano came for his lesson it coincided
proprietor of The Gallery in
Kangaroo Valley and herself a with his birthday and in the lesson break there was a family
successful exhibitor at the same lunch which added to the pleasures of their day in the Valley.
Pictured left: Larraine Hahlos and pupil Maritzo.
Arts in the Valley show.
Above: The Pagano family on the big day out.

The 2013 Noah’s Challenge adventure race
Preparation is well under way for the
2013 iconic event to be held
September 7. Which is now in its third
year and the number of entries
continues to grow.
We are delighted to welcome the owners of
the Price Line Pharmacy in Nowra as our
first Platinum Sponsors of the Event.
The generosity of George and Imogen Parker
is much appreciated and will make a
significant contribution to providing the
essential services provided by Noah’s to
children with disabilities.
The venue for the 2013 Noah’s Challenge
will again be the University of Wollongong
Shoalhaven Campus in Nowra.
The Shoalhaven Campus provides fabulous
facilities for participants and spectators and
allows for all the Adventure Race transitions
to be staged at a central point on the campus.
To encourage more participants we have
introduced a “Relay” option for the 2013
event.
This will comprise of a team of four to
complete the course as follows: two to do the
canoe leg, one to complete two bike legs and
one to complete the run leg.
The Relay Team option is designed to
encourage the “not so fit”, those without a
bike, those who don’t like to run etc.
The main objective of Noah’s Challenge is to
have a go, have fun and challenge yourself
for just a day.
Remember that the Noah’s children and their
families are challenged every day of the year.
Entries for the 2013 Noah’s Challenge
opened on June 30.
For more information go to the website
www.noahschallenge.com.au or you can
contact me on 44652928.
Victoria Levey
Photograph right is of Valley competitors in
action on the water during the 2012 race.

Dr. Jeanette Keir MBBS (NSW)
Has rooms at the
Kangaroo Valley Community Centre
(Ambulance Station) in Broughton Street

Usual opening hours
Mondays 2-30 pm to 5-30 pm
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 9-30 am to 1 pm
and 2-3o pm to 5-30 pm
Thursdays 11-30 am to 2-30 pm
Consultations and house calls by appointment

44 652 007

.
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Council moves to increase General Rates
Shoalhaven City Council will increase
General Rates by 4.6 percent above
the rate pegging limit (3.4 percent) in
the 2013/14 financial year.
The decision follows the Independent
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal’s
(IPART) approval of Council’s
application for a special variation rate
rise to help fund infrastructure renewal.
The increase is estimated to provide Council
with an additional $2.3 million, all of which
would be exclusively allocated towards road
and path renewal in 2013/14 ($1.8 million on
roads and $500,000 on pathways).
Mayor, Joanna Gash said she was very
pleased Council chose to accept the rate
variation saying the additional funding

Kangaroo Valley Post Office

COMPUTER SUPPLIES
AND
STATIONERY

would allow Council to start tackling the
area’s infrastructure backlog
While pleased to see the commencement of
road renewal and path projects in the coming
financial year, Mayor Gash cautioned that it
will take many years to overcome
infrastructure backlog works of $37 million.
“Council has made a commitment to bring
the area’s road and pathway network up to
an acceptable standard,” said Clr Gash.
“The additional funding received from the
rate variation will allow works to be
undertaken on a number of critical projects
within the coming financial year,
“Particularly wet days such as we have had
recently when the area is subject to heavy
rains, reinforce the need for road
rehabilitation works across the city to
minimise cases of further degradation and
flooding of road surfaces.”
Funding from the special variation rate rise
will be allocated towards a number of road
renewal projects (none in Kangaroo Valley).
Funding from the special variation rate rise
will be allocated towards a number of path
projects (none in the Valley but then
Kangaroo Valley citizens provided the cycle/
pathway here, to a large extent).

- INK CARTRIDGES
- TONER CARTRIDGES
- USB FLASH DRIVES
- A4 REFLEX AUST MADE
NOWRA PRICES
If an item is not in stock and you
need to purchase regularly please let
us know and we will stock the item

Telephone
4465 1199

Kangaroo Valley Markets
are held on the
2nd Saturday every month
8.30 a.m.-2.30 p.m.
at the Showground
with proceeds going towards the
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival.
For more information contact
Jane Richter 0401 322 179 or

Stuart Leslie 0412 288 923
or email

kvmarkets@gmail.com
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V.I.E.W. Club update
Jan Tracey spoke at our July lunch
about ‘What every woman needs to
know about Ovarian Cancer’.
The message was that the symptoms are
not specific and the risk factors include
that women over 50 are most likely to
get it and family history plays its part.
It is hard to get an early diagnosis so women
should be vigilant and, if they are concerned
about symptoms, should keep a diary
recording the presence of abdominal pain,
increase in abdominal size or bloating,
increase in the need to urinate, change in
bowel habits, unexplained bleeding and
feeling full after eating a small amount.
If any woman experiences these symptoms
on most days over 2-4 weeks, she should
visit her doctor and take the diary with her.
Ovarian Cancer is a relatively uncommon
disease; most women with symptoms will
not have cancer.
Our next luncheon meeting will be held on
Friday 9th August 11.30 am for 12 noon in a
different venue - The Fudge Shop on the
main road next to the Wood Shop opposite
our previous venue.
Please phone Jan Starkey on 4465 2080 or
email her jjstarkey42@bigpond.com before 6
pm on the Wednesday before the lunch if
you are unable to attend. It is necessary for
us to provide the caterer with accurate
numbers for our luncheon; otherwise our
club will be charged.
New members and guests are welcome.
Please phone our President Jan Cole 0408
448 156 for details.
Jeannette Dumbrell
Publicity Officer

October
25-27
2013

Call Jamie:
0412 424 069 / 4465 2520

The organisers of this year’s Folk
Festival have been rewarded for the
excellent shows staged in recent years
by an outstanding line up of
exceptional talent.
As has been the trend also there are
plenty of “homegrown” Valley
performers in the program which further
adds to the pleasure of being there.
I am particularly looking forward to the
return of Jason and Chloe, Trilogy,
Totally Gourdgeous
Carl Leddy

We can come to you and cut up,

Wildlife Rescue South Coast
(WRSC)
formerly NANA

KANGAROO VALLEY FIREWOOD
Seasoned Wood DELIVERED
and STACKED
Split to size to fit your fireplace
or stove

2 cubic metres $200

split your fallen trees.
Price on application.

tel no 0418427214
covers Kangaroo Valley and
South Coast to Ulladulla.
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Show comings and goings!!
On June 24, 2013 the Annual General
Meeting of the Kangaroo Valley A&H
Association was held.
The evening was cold and wet but spirits
were not dampened and all positions
were successfully filled.
Those in attendance enjoyed a cuppa and an
abundant supper afterwards in true A&H
style!!
Very generously, our wonderful president Mr
David Kent accepted nomination and had
been re elected to lead our association for
another year.
David brings to this position many years of
experience, a wealth of knowledge and great
connections in the ‘’Show’’ world so we are
very lucky and grateful to have him at the
helm again. Thanks Dave!!
Mrs Sharon Gomez did a fantastic job in her
first year as Secretary last year.
She has also agreed to fill this important
position on the committee again.
Her willingness to continue on is much
appreciated and the office staff for the Show
can look forward to another great team event
with Sharon leading the way.
Mr Keith Wearne yet again assumes the
invaluable role of treasurer. Keith has helped
us manage our finances so well over the last
few years that we will again be in a position
to invest in improvements to facilities this
coming year, making for an even better
Show for all to enjoy.
You are a great asset Keith!
Our Vice Presidents, Mrs Lorraine Mairinger
and Mr Laurie Barton, stepped down from
their most capably held positions this time
around. Their expertise and depth of
experience has rendered invaluable their
support for the president over the last few
years. Hard shoes to fill for incoming Vice
President, Mrs Cathy Gorman!
These dedicated and hard working
committee members have served the A&H
Association for many years both as office
bearers and in the ring. Thank goodness both
Lorraine and Laurie intend to continue their
involvement with the Show, especially with
the horses; it’s hard to imagine the Show
without them and there are those of us less
experienced players that hope they stay
around for a long while to come!
We also farewell and thank Mrs Sue Meade
who has stepped down as Chief Steward of
the Pavilion.

Team penning, organised by Laurie Barton, continues to be a Show highlight
Sue kindly took on this job a couple of
years ago and her contribution to the
Show has been greatly appreciated.
We are delighted to welcome Mrs Irene
Dunn to this role and thank her in
anticipation for her contribution to the
2014 Show.
Other office
bearers and
committee
members
Laurie Barton, far left,
will
keeps a watchful eye on the haystack!
continue on
in their roles.
much loved tradition called the Kangaroo
The team is
Valley Show alive and help it to thrive!!
hard working,
This coming Show will be our 129th..a
dedicated and
tradition to be proud of and to be a part of!
multi skilled.
Contacts:
The KV Show
Dave Kent:
remains in
Cathy Gorman: 44 651 540
Lorraine Mairinger and really capable
hands!!
her daughter Julie
It’s a great
chance at this point to remind all KV
residents and friends that this is your
Show and the committee welcomes, at
any time, anyone who would like to
become involved.
If you have ideas or suggestions you
would like to put forward we would love
to chat with you. We can’t promise that
all will come to fruition but we will
definitely listen!! Even better if you can
offer time, energy or expertise as well!
We are all volunteers, with one common
Lorraine takes a well earned rest and ride!
mission ...to keep this enduring and

Foundation meeting

of the Friendly Inn Village Garden Inc
K.V. Hall Tuesday August 20 at 6-30 pm
All welcome
Order of business
Formation protocol and election of Office Bearers
Short addresses by significant speakers
Forum on the subject

Can Kangaroo Valley feed itself?

Sue Meade at work in the Pavilion.

Light refreshments at conclusion of meeting
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Preschool News
After a busy school holidays, spending
time with their families, the children are
back and ready for some preschool
activities!
We began term three celebrating NAIDOC
week. The children were very interested to
hear Dreamtime stories such as How the
Birds got their Feathers and Tiddalick the
frog.
We made hand prints with paint and flour – a
bit like some
Aboriginal
rock art
paintings we
looked at on
the internet!
In the holidays
Jodi and Fiona
began the
plantings for
our “Dinosaur
Garden”
Georgia’s floury handprints We are not
growing
dinosaurs, we are
growing a garden that
looks a bit like what a
mini Jurassic forest
might have been like!
Our dinosaur garden
statues can live there
sometimes and we
will play with
dinosaur toys there
too!
It won’t always be a
dinosaur garden, the
Ma’tan completing the

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

children
are
already
planning
to take
lots of
other
toys to
play
there
too!
Indiana’s teddy
Thank
Joshua decorating with
you to the Village
pebbles
Green Nursery who
were generous in
their advice and
supply of plants
with our limited
budget! Thanks
also to the families
who have brought
in plants to add to
the project. Thanks
to Jodi, Fiona and
the children for
Checking the new plants
looking after
the new
garden so
well!
Children’s
Author Lisa
McDermott
visited our
preschool on
Tuesday 23rd
July. (You
may have
Cisco and Riley build a drain met Lisa as
she has been
working around the town on the KV
sewerage scheme!) Lisa shared her book
“Sof-Ted” with us.
The story is about a very special Teddy bear

services at berry:
•
physiotherapy
•
hydrotherapy
•
falls prevention
•
home visits
services at gerringong
are the same as at berry plus:
•
womens’ health/continence

massage therapy

dry needling

gym membership

psychology

exercise programs

podiatry
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who was
feeling a
bit
lonely
because
he was
too
special
to be
played
with.
Lisa

Lisa’s story

Playing honey Bear with Lisa and Fiona
joined us in singing lots
of bear themed songs
and we even played
“Honey Bear” with her.
Lisa’s book is available

Savannah
at the preschool for
a short time if you
would like a copy.
($10)
Sharni can draw flowers

physiotherapists
mark burns
belinda henry
vicki Angwin
pat moore
sheryl dickinson
alison crofts
massage therapists
laura stoertz
robyn mckean
psychologist
janine gent
podiatrist
nathan wolhuter

for all appointments please call gerringong on

4234 4666
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Can Kangaroo Valley feed itself?
The Inaugural meeting of the Friendly
Inn Village Garden is being held in
the Village Hall at 6:30 pm on
Tuesday August 20 , 2013.
All current garlic members, and all members
of the community, are invited to attend.
This meeting will include the first formal
meeting of the Village Garden to discuss our
plans for the year and to hear comments from
the community on what our garden could
achieve for Kangaroo Valley.
The meeting will also include the
appointment of office bearers for the coming
year, as well as supporting committee
members.
Rosemary Stanton will address our inaugural
meeting from the perspective of nutrition and
local food.
Following this short formal meeting the
Friendly Inn Village Garden interim
committee will be hosting a discussion on
“Can Kangaroo Valley feed itself?” – with a
panel of local and regional food producers
and local food practitioners.
The panel includes John Bacon (KV Rural
Supplies, and former manager for Fairfield
City Farm), Jill Cochran (permaculture
teacher and manager Moss Vale community
garden), Garth Chittick (local dairy farmer),
Mark Foster (Yarrawa Estate), Mark
McLennan (Delicious Gardens and master
veggie gardener), and Peter Botsman
(biodynamic local beef producer). (Some
speakers yet to be confirmed).
Our discussion will address the degree to
which our local area could achieve a
significant degree of self reliance for food
and other essentials.
The modern industrial food system runs on
oil. It also requires a relatively stable
climate.
Both of these requirements are at risk in the
near future.
A local food system builds resilience,
community and nutrition dense food.
That’s why the village garden interim
committee thought that a discussion on local
food and “Can Kangaroo Valley feed itself”
would generate a lively and fruitful outcome
for the Valley.
Please come and join us in this night on
Tuesday August 20.
A locally made soup supper will be provided.
For catering purposes can you confirm your
attendance by rsvp to
peter@imaginal.com.au
We look forward to seeing you there.
Peter Brandis
The photographs right are from the first
planting day of the 2013 garlic crop.
The spirit of co-operation and friendship that
was such a pleasant experience bodes well
for future village garden achievements.
Join up and become a member today
Please contact
peter@imaginal.com.au
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During July the 96th International
Lions Convention was held in
Hamburg, which saw Barry J. Palmer
as the first Australian elected to hold
the position of International Lions
Clubs President.
Barry has been a Lion since 1976 and
has years of experience to share.
Each year the new president chooses a theme
and he has chosen “Follow Your
Dream”. Convention junkies Franz and
Lorraine Mairinger were on hand at the
convention, reporting back that the 200,000
participants had a great time.
Your local club over the years has been a
very big supporter of the Australian Lions
Childhood Cancer Research Foundation
(ALCCRF).

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

At the 2013 Gold Telethon, Lions on
Channel 9, Bob Buckley Chairman of the
ALCCRF made a donation of $325,000 to
the Sydney Children’s Hospital Foundation.
This amount was the single biggest donation
at the Telethon and helps us realise that there
are often others worse off than you.
The club will continue to provide ongoing
support to their vital research that will reduce
and hopefully eliminate children’s childhood
cancers.
Locally members of the club have been out
there in the background helping some
members of the community, but we are
always keen for suggestions of projects
where we can get our hands dirty.
If you have something in mind please
approach one of us so it can be assessed how
best to deliver it.
Some of the club went to a Christmas In July
meal with other clubs in the district, and it
was encouraging that discussions were held
about how we could all combine and work
together to achieve the bigger projects that
we can’t do on our own.
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One project that is being explored is working
with some of the young at Moss Vale High
School in creating gardens and reinforcing
the cultural backgrounds of the children at
the school.
In the last week the club has been successful
in receiving some funding for one of our
projects. More details on this when the
funding is made available.
Also a reminder that the Lifeguard
Applications close on the 12th August so if
you are interested be quick and don’t miss
out.
Jason Horton

More on the parking proposal
Comment from Graeme Smith
I have been advised there is a move to
propose timed parking on Moss Vale Rd
Kangaroo Valley village and would like to
express my objection to the proposed
changes.
I am concerned the overall impact of
Kangaroo Valley as a unique character
village will be lost and we will be in danger
of. the village becoming a typical suburban
town, entirely different from how it is now.
Many of my clients that park in the main
street become engaged with the valley and its
surroundings and spend hours looking at
property with me and comment how 'they
feel welcome' coming to a place that offers a
'small town ambience' where there are no
parking restrictions.
Sincerely,
Graeme Smith

Opinion from Jason Horton
From observing tourists meandering up and
down the main street the thing that strikes me
is that they seem to take all the time to soak
up memories of a quant village that they are
sure to be happy to share.
If we restrict parking we risk that soaking to
become nothing more than a sprinkle and
hence reporting that they ran out of time
because of parking restrictions.
An alternative to parking restrictions could
be that we encourage them to walk faster
whilst in the village so they are out of the
way sooner!
Leave the signs over the hill.
Jason Horton

Comment from Jason GG
I thought I would drop you another line in
regard to the proposed changes to traffic and
parking in the valley.
Any degree of time limited parking in the
valley is not only inexplicable but also the
very reason that people who come here seek
to get away from where they are.
If a family parks on the main road and then
realises that they are in a timed zone they are
far more likely to drive on than hunt for
another park.
Yours sincerely
Jason GG
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Bushwalkers take a Wingecarribee River and old Berrima village stroll
After a week of rain, which saw more
than nine inches fall in the village and
a whopping 426 mm in just four days
on Les’ place at Budderoo, nine brave
people risked the weather for a
bushwalk we called a stroll along
Wingecarribee River and old Berrima
village.
Not a drop fell and the sun even shone
for brief periods.
I had first done this walk with U3A, starting
from the park at the very end of Oxley Street.
This area includes a small camping site on
the river, gazetted over 100 years ago for the
gypsy caravans that plied their trade up and
down the roads. We walked westward along
the track that closely follows the water.
When
Bruce and I
did the
recce the
ground was
firm and
the water
calm, so
much so
that at two
sections of
the river
we were
able to
watch
platypuses
at play in
the early afternoon. This day the ground was
very muddy (both Bruce and I slipped), the
water was racing and there were no
sightings.
But I would still recommend it as a great
spot to keep a lookout for the elusive
mammal.
The return section of this walk is only about
2 1/2 km long and provides a peaceful look

at the countryside, both bush and farms.
After morning tea at the covered seating in
the park, we then headed east along the river,
stopping at Lambies Well. This well was
dug through the sandstone by chain-gang
convicts in 1830 under the charge of John
Lamb, because the river was so often muddy
and in flood and its water unsuitable to drink.
Take some time to look at the graffiti carved
into the rocks; finding the old ones is a treat.
From there it is only a short walk, beneath
Berrima Gaol, to the main town.
On the other side of the main road is the
Quarry Walk which leads again to the river
where, in normal conditions, it is possible to
cross over on stones to the other side and
carry on with a number of walks. We kept to
the western bank (unable even to see the
stones under the torrent) and followed the
track up to the church constructed from the
sandstone taken from the quarry in 1849.
The last third of the walk was through the
village, starting with a circuit of the old
market place which was surveyed in 1831
and quickly became the village centre as it
housed the military barracks. Many of the
fine old buildings were erected around this
rectangle: the 1880s home of the police
magistrate, the White Horse Inn dated to
1832 (at the height of the town’s prosperity
there were 14 hotels), Berrima museum and
Berrima House - a two storey stone house
with a verandah on which Ben Hall the
bushranger once slept - and many other
buildings from the 1830s. Berrima Gaol was
completed in 1839 and its reputation was
such that prisoners wept when they were told
that they were to be sent there. There is an
imposing 1838 Court House you can visit for
a Sound and Light Show telling tales from
the past, and one other tour I would like to
do is the night time Mrs Mulligan’s Ghostly
Whispers of Old Berrima, but maybe in the
warmer weather! This Court House is well
known because it is where the very first trial-

by-jury was held in Australia in 1841.
We finished our walk outside Harpers
Mansion in Wilkinson Street. This was built
in 1834 and is now owned by the National
Trust. Its gardens are fabulous and we defy
anyone successfully to complete the maze on
the first time around, but as most of us had
already seen it on a Garden Group outing we
chose to go off for lunch and a little bit of
delightful shopping.
Lee Sharam

Weather watching
by the fire

only at…
The Lookout
Cambewarra Mountain

winter menu

warm fire

unparalleled views

open 7 days
Sat & Sun - breakfast with the birds from 8:00am
off Tourist Rd 4465 1321
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You are invited to the Celtic day
Left: The Massed Bands on display last year,
were from Shoalhaven City, Illawarra,
Canberra Celtic, Goulburn and
Queanbyean, all located South of Sydney.

The ever popular Wollongong Welsh Choir.

The Scottish dancers have been
associated with our Pipe Band
for many years now, all from
the Shoalhaven, they parade
with us at most events and the
Band always plays for them.
The Welsh Choir was a great hit
last year, wonderful singers and
quite professional they sing at

many events throughout the year. John
Jones is the head of the choir.
The Irish Dancers in the photo above are the
children of Gaye and John Mason of
Sanctuary Point, Gaye makes all the
beautiful outfits for them.
There are eight different Celtic societies here
in Australia - Cornish, Irish, Scottish, Manx,
Welsh, Bretton, Galacian and Austarian.
This year we hope to have as many of them
along as possible with their stalls.
Margaret Sharpe is chieftan of the Combined
Celtic Societies.
Canberra Celtic is now the only Irish Celtic
Pipe Band south of Queensland and Fran
Emerson is the Pipe Major.
We are hoping to have the same line up
again or more for this year.
Tom McKenzie

Julie Wheeler from Tomerong standing at
her Cornwall Society Celtic Stall.

The Shoalhaven Highland Dancers.
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How will the federal election affect seniors?
We hear much about the deficit, boat
people and the carbon tax, but do you
know the policies of the major parties
for seniors?
We didn’t, so we looked at the Labor
and Liberal party websites for
enlightenment.
Below is a summary of what we found although both websites need updating: some
of the government’s policies were in fact
implemented by amendments to the Aged
Care Act 1997 passed by the federal
parliament on 26 June 2013 [for details see
www.livinglongerlivingbetter.gov.au], and
the coalition policies are dated 2010.
Of course, both websites may be updated
before the 2013 election.
But since, at the time of writing, the date of
the election hasn’t been declared, we decided
not to defer passing on to Voice readers the
information now available.
Tony Barnett
for the Kangaroo Valley Seniors
Accommodation & Support Committee

Labor is for Senior Australians
Through historic reforms to the
pension and aged care system, as well
as investing in services and supporting
older Australians to continue to work,
Labor is giving seniors the choice,
support and certainty they deserve.
It was Labor that first put in place the
pension system in 1909 and it was Labor that
delivered the biggest increase to the pension
in 100 years in 2009. Labor also put
pensioners first with the Household
Assistance Package to help with their
household bills. Pensioners often have
limited room to move in their budgets, which
is why Labor is helping them make ends
meet.
Only Labor will continue to protect the
pension for those who need it most –people
who worked hard throughout their lives and
who have given so much to our community.
Tony Abbott and the Coalition plan to claw
back $1 billion of this extra support for
pensioners, leaving them hundreds of dollars
out of pocket.
Labor will continue to support self-funded
retirees. Last year self-funded retirees
benefited from tax cuts averaging more than
$550 for 190,000 seniors and also made sure
that self-funded retirees who hold a
Commonwealth Seniors Health Card receive
the same household assistance as pensioners
to help cover any price impacts from the
carbon price.
It was Labor that introduced universal
superannuation 20 years ago, and now Labor
is building on that work with our
commitment to further increases and greater
protections by gradually lifting
superannuation from 9 per cent to 12 per cent
in 2019. The first superannuation increase
of .25 per cent takes place in July this year.

Since 2007 Labor has invested more than 60
per cent more funding into the aged care
sector, adding more than 25,000 residential
care places and 13,000 home care places
nationally.
Changes are being made to the aged care
system which will lift the quality of care for
those in facilities and allow more people to
access care in their own homes.
Older Australians who want to live
independently in their own home are more
likely to have that choice, with Labor
increasing the number of Home Care
Packages by 40,000 to nearly 100,000.
Labor has capped care costs to give financial
certainty and peace of mind, with residential
care capped at $25,000 per year and home
care packages annually capped at $5,000 for
part pensioners and $10,000 for self-funded
retirees. And no one will ever pay more than
$60,000 over a lifetime.
To help people keep their family home, and
to prevent anyone being forced to sell their
home, Labor will give families more choice
about how to pay for care. Instead of a bond
which can cost up to $2.6 million and bears
no resemblance to the actual cost of
accommodation, you will be able to pay
through a lump sum or a periodic payment or a combination of both.

Liberal Ageing Policy
The Coalition is committed to
supporting older Australians with
better aged care services.
Older Australians and their families are
increasingly unable to access the aged care
services they need. Labor’s failure continues
to place pressure on the public hospital
system.
There are around 3,000 patients in public
hospitals every night who should be in an
aged care facility.
After three years of Labor neglect, our aged
care system needs urgent change to provide
viable and effective aged care services for
older Australians.
A Coalition government will take real action
to: provide certainty of care through a four
year Agreement with the Aged Care sector;
establish an Aged Care Bed Incentive
programme to convert 3,000 of the
allocated bed licences to operational
residential aged care beds;
provide Convalescent Care to assist up to
20,000 older people waiting in hospital to
return home;
ensure a high standard of quality care and
less red tape; and
celebrate the continuing contribution of
senior Australians.

Liberal Support Seniors Policy
The Coalition recognises the contribution
that Senior Australians make to our society
and our economy. The Coalition has a plan
for real action to support Seniors.

We believe that Seniors should be able to
participate in the workforce, live in safe
communities, have a financially secure
retirement and get access healthcare benefits.
With an ageing population, the Coalition also
believes the voice of Seniors needs to be
heard at the highest levels of Government.
Labor has attacked superannuation, private
health insurance and the Commonwealth
Seniors Health Card as well as abolishing the
Pension Bonus Scheme.

The Coalition believes that
Seniors deserve better.
To provide real support for Seniors, the
Coalition will:
introduce a Seniors’ Employment Incentive
Payment to help seniors who want to work
and who are out of the workforce to find a
job;
index the Commonwealth Seniors’ Health
Card income thresholds;
retain the existing income test rules for
access to the Commonwealth Seniors
Health Card and
oppose Labor’s attempts to restrict the
benefits available to self-funded retirees;
abolish the Superannuation Guarantee Age
Limit;
direct the Australian Office of Financial
Management to examine issuing bonds for
terms of up to 30 years;
establish a national ‘Safer Seniors’
programme to support local efforts to
improve the safety of Seniors in their
homes and communities; and
create a Minister for Ageing and Seniors so
that Australians over the age of 50 have a
real voice in Government decisionmaking.
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Upper River Hall - made for grooving
Yeah baby!
The Upper River Hall nu soul funk
club was sizzling on Saturday 13 July.

Lo Five were fantastic and ‘fros and flares
were a blur on the
dance floor under the
twinkling disco ball!
The steaming bowl
food was soul-warming
and delicious and we
raised $1200 for the
hall while we were
having all that fun!
Thanks Kangaroo
Valley groovers for
supporting another up a
river...event!
Sarah Butler
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Endangered species found in Kangaroo Valley
An endangered plant of the ‘kangaroo
apple’ group of plants has recently
been found at two sites in Kangaroo
valley.
The plant, Solanum celatum, has a
tentative common name of Illawarra
Nightshade.
It has recently been found on the hillsides
above the Kangaroo Valley township and in
Upper Kangaroo Valley.
More than 40 individual plants were located.
It is an erect shrub, that can grow from 1–2.5
m high, but all of the Kangaroo Valley plants
were shorter than a metre.
The leaves are covered in dense star hairs,
with a very sparse cover of prickles.
The plant has purple flowers and was
flowering in Kangaroo Valley in July (but
usually August to October).
The fruit is a pale green berry but turns dark
down after the plant dies.
Solanum celatum was listed in 2003 on the
Threatened Species Conservation Act (1995)
as endangered due to clearing for grazing,
and being displaced by lantana.
It is known from a restricted area,
Wollongong to a little south of Nowra.
Most plants were found during weed control
work organised by the Kangaroo Valley
Environment Group.

These were in areas where lantana and
privet were sprayed in previous years.
Shoalhaven Landcare member Garry
Daly originally identified the plant
growing in lantana-treatment areas last
year.
Garry trained Shoalhaven Council
staff involved in lantana control in its
identification.
Six plants were found during a
bushwalk in Upper Kangaroo Valley.
And then, bingo – the big one: 33
plants found in mid-July, as Council
staff were undertaking weed control
on behalf of KVEG.
The plants were on the edges of grazing
land above the Kangaroo Valley township,
extending for several hundred metres and
in a range of micro-habitats.

FOR ALL YOUR
POND AND DAM
CARE NEEDS
Specialist in:



Algae and weed removal incl. azolla,
duckweed, salvinia




Pond and dam renovation

Pump and filtration systems
Fish and aquatic plants
Using:



Targeted, non-residual sprays that are
safe for animals and aquatic life



Tried and tested methods
Follow-up and maintenance

Rob Packer Pond and Dam Care

0409550741

Most plants were less than 12 months old,
growing where privet or lantana grew last
year.
KVEG Project Officer Greg Thompson gives
credit to good plant identification skills of
Council staff, and to the ongoing weed
control effort by landcare.
This combination enabled a rare plant,
previously unknown in the Valley, to be
given the chance to flourish. Illawarra
Nightshade is likely to regenerate in
disturbed areas and the weed control works
should allow this species to regain lost
ground.
Keep an eye out for it.
Peter Stanton
President, KVEG.
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“Chook run” has done it’s dash
a completely different
chicken arrangement: two
very much loved hybrids,
Chris Nobel’s Eggetha and
Christie.
Terry Hennessey, the
creator of the vision and the
Firstly we called in on Rob and Deb Folkard.
builder of the coop, very
We have been there a couple of times before
kindly was there to meet us
but Rob has since built new pens and chosen
and take us on the journey
a different breed of chicken.
he made to build their
It is always a delight to see his coops, as they
home.
are spotlessly clean and he is full of
This is a multi-roomed
wonderful knowledge which he generously
palace designed for both
and enlighteningly imparts.
their enjoyment and the
So there were lots of questions and hands-on
feeder’s easy access. It is
inspections of chickens; one of his roosters
the proof needed to show
had won Champion Bird in the Rare Breeds
that a very good chicken
Show only a few weeks before!
“Groupies” inspect the Hennessy model chicken coop.
house can
be made
next course Peter puts on for valleyites.
from materials found and
The final chicken coop was at Christine
recycled.
Winfield’s in another branch of the valley
Our third visit was to
along Budgong Road.
another side of the Valley,
This chicken house is ingeniously formed
Peter Brandis’ permaculture
around tree trunks conveniently growing
wonderland.
close together in a paddock.
Here we were lucky not only
The chickens are obviously happy, as there
to view the chickens but also
were quite a few eggs to be collected from
to have a personalised
under a contented chicken.
guided tour of the
Christine generously allowed us to have
permaculture garden.
lunch at her home and, because the wind was
We were amazed at the types
vicious, we ate inside.
of plants Peter is able to
She had made some delicious soup which
grow in a frosty valley and
she shared and then we all ate her apple
we gladly tried some of the
cake: a most fitting way to finish a morning
fruiting produce. We saw
of exploring, not only almost the whole of
how the coop was
the valley but also the four inspiring chicken
incorporated into a part of
Rob Folkard displays his prize chicken
coops and their residents.
the vegetable garden and
Thank you to all the people whose homes
A visit to the Folkards is not complete
how useful chickens can be in the cycle of
and chickens we visited.
without a tour of the fabulous vegetable
growing food - not just nuisances because
We really appreciate your generosity in
patch and a look at his black-faced Suffolk
they scratch up the mulch!
sharing your knowledge, inspiration and hard
sheep (try driving past around November to
Many of us were excited by the potential of
work.
see their newborn lambs at play).
this way of living and look forward to the
Lee Sharam
Then we drove back to the village to look at

The eighth and, probably final,
Chicken Run took place in July.
We visited four most interesting and
varied chickens and their coops, all
happy hens and well loved by their
owners.

Rectory Park Cottage Kangaroo Valley –
Seeks - Cottage Cleaner
We are seeking a cleaner for our property and help us run our business.
Our lovely cottage is just a little cottage, just one bedroom with three beds (there is
a queen bed and a king single in one and a sofa bed in the lounge room).
Our business mainly caters to couples and we run it with a simple and
environmental philosophy, and have done so successfully for three and a half years.
I have the cottage well organised and the idea is that we have someone that can
work with us to help maintain our business and feel a part of it too.
The work involved will usually be no more than one to two days per week (with
‘the cleans’ just taking a few hours). Washing of bedding and so forth is dealt with
on site. There may need to be some flexibility with days but we will try to arrange
things on a Monday and Friday basis. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you
have any questions or would like more information.
Peter Brandis emphasising the link between
chickens and a bountiful vegetable garden

www.stayz.com.au/65350

miffyllewellyn@gmail.com
0405 105 849
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Chakola: 50 years of memories and still a force for good
Chakola is 50 years old this year.
I purchased the land after a 30 minute
walkabout commenting to Antonia,
"Sorry but I feel we MUST get this place".
To which she responded "Good ! I hoped
you would say that !"
We had just completed a 10 months survey
tour of Australia researching various
attitudes, education and recreation.

Warwick centre with his Nepalese visitors
Home was an old VW Kombi an eight foot
square of canvas, three (one double) sleeping
bags and two billies.
We had exactly 100 Australian pounds in the
Bank and I took various jobs for 30 days as
part of my 'De Pomification and Fair
Dinkumisation' !

We were sorry at some of the developments
we saw so that Chakola was an instant love
affair. The name is aboriginal and means
Lyrebird, of which there are many to give us
all great joy.
But what to do with that land ?
I cooked up an idea during a five months sail
to Heard Island and back where as ships
cook I got no watches and more time to think
in the bunk.
So Chakola was conceived in the bunk of
a 63 foot gaff rigged schooner with
which we were able to do scientific
works on Heard Island and achieve the
first ascent of Mawsons Peak a fumerole
on Big Ben. a tad more than 9,000 feet
and found to be a still very active
volcano.
Chakola was designed by Antonia, an
architect, but it took thee times before I
got what I desired namely a structure
that did not try to impose ideas, rather
releasing others dreams.
From Chakola emerged the KV
Conservation Society Hon Sec Jean
Wright, the first Australians to trek in
the Himalaya (Everest base camp) and
many other ideas, still bubbling along.
In my travels I befriended Dawa Norbu a
Sherpa Sardar and later after a five months
(long service leave!) trek with him decided
to assist with the education of his two sons.
One is Lakpa Thering Sherpa now, President
of AF Nepal, a self starter if ever there was

Lakpa Sherpa plants The Everest trees
one!
I attended the wedding of Lakpa and
Jangmoo Dr Sherpani in Nepal and they have
just left after a short visit to Kangaroo Valley
and Chakola commenting :"What a beautiful
place it is." Lakpa has presented and
planted ten Australian trees that will be
grown as plantation fire wood and culled but
not killed.
Dr Jangmoo Sherpani has gained an
Australian Government scholarship for a two
years at Sydney University where she studies
remote area medicine etc., ready to join her
husband in giving a hand to their own
beautiful country which they love.
'I know said Lakpa, I wake up every day to
see the Everest (his village is Khumjung
about 12,800 feet), I name these trees The
Everest trees”.
Warwick Deacock

FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING REQUIREMENTS
Dozers
Graders
Excavator
Trucks

44 651 177

Rural roads
House/Shed
sites
Clearing
Horse arenas
Dam design
and
construction
Decorative

Geoff and Tania Sharman

Geoff 0409 289 122

Tania 0409 289 123
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The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley

Just arrived
A selection of
outstanding new
work by
Vivian Tanner
The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
149 Moss Vale Road
Open 10 am till 4 pm each day.
thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 44 651 621
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It’s a man’s
World
By Sean Kramer
I didn't think I would get this piece in
owing to technical problems and
illness.
My internet is down and the phone
company is making me sick.
I went to the phone company's shop to talk to
them and was told that “We can't help you
face to face. We are not trained for that, you
can give us money but that is all.
You can call us or email us any time if you
have a problem" he said, with that trained
shopkeepers smile on his face.
My problem is I can't connect to the internet
so I 'd have to call them and who is charging
me for the call?
The phone company, that's who. The same
company that's creating the problem.
Not a bad rort, Eh!!?
My mate advised me to call WEBMASTER.
So I did and all I learned was that Spiderman
doesn't know much about computers.
So I had to ring the phone company.
I knew it was a machine that answered as I
didn't hear an Indian accent.
The machines are so nice and polite these
days, with the 'sorry, I didn't get that.'
And 'did you say? '
But I got a machine with attitude, oh still
very polite but with attitude.
Hello, please say in a clear voice what
service you require

Valley
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Change password, please.
Was that, Train to Chatswood?
No, I want to change my password
You want to do a crossword?
I got a little louder, .... CHANGE OF
PASSWORD.
I'm still having trouble understanding
you. Was that you were raised a bastard?
No you moron ... CHANGE MY SODDING
PASSWORD!
You're a moron and a snobby aaaaaaaass
CHANGE THE @#%+@ PASSWORD!!!!
I think you said ... You are getting
frustrated about the fact that you are
screaming at a machine. Is that correct?
Right, get me someone who understands
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plain @#$%& English.
I'm sorry, I can't quite hear that over
your shouting. I'm going to transfer you
to one of our trained consultants.
And the machine puts me on hold, as if it
had won the argument.
Finally, after listening to an entire CD a
human voice came on the line.
"Hello. My name is Sanjay.
Can I be of help to you with your
problem?
So after the repeat of the letters P for
BRAVE and W for VICTOR I finally got
the code.
I have a plan to resolve all further call centre
related problems, I'm taking Indian lessons.

The Gardens of Worlitz
The Australian Decorative
and Fine Arts Society
(ADFAS) illustrated lecture
on Thursday August 29 will
delight and inspire garden
lovers.
Prince Franz of AnhaltDessau was an absolute ruler
of a small province in rural
Germany in the second half of
the 18th century.

A profound Anglophile and scion
of the Enlightenment, he
determined to mould his little
world into a model state
exemplifying liberal and progressive
attitudes to the conduct of society.
Education was at the heart of his reforms,
along with industry and agricultural
revolutions, and the whole
district was to be blended
Guide to eating out into a seamless whole of
beauty and utility.
The inner sanctum of this
Mediterranean
new world was the
ornamental park at
Worlitz, laid out around a
44 651 660
series of lakes.
The Palladian villa now
looks out over grounds of

Café Bella

endless beauty and fascination, with bridges
and seats of rich variety leading to grottoes,
temples, orchards and an artificial volcano.
Brown, Rousseau and Sir William Hamilton
are warmly acknowledged, and at every turn
the visitor reflects on taste, tolerance and the
benefits of progress.
Visitors are always welcome at a cost of $25
which includes supper following the lecture
so roll up at 7.30 p.m. to the Berry School
of Arts on Thursday August 29 for a warm
and enjoyable evening.

Sweet Treats and Hand Made Fudge

Southern Pies

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride

Classic and Gourmet
Sweet and Savoury Pies
Ph : 44 652 778
Modern Australian cuisine

The Friendly Inn
Open everyday from 10 am

44 651 355

Value—service and good choice
it’s all here in Kangaroo Valley.

Enquiries Ph: 4441 7025

Tel: (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane
Barrengarry
NSW 2577
Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com

High country mountain ride
Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest
and mountains of
Kangaroo Valley
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Le Tour de France
(Continued from page 1)

One such mountain , the col du Tentes
was impassable about 1 km from the
summit due to massive snow drifts
across the road.
The start of my second week involved
me participating in an individual 25 km
Time Trial on the Nice waterfront.
This was on the exact course Le Tour
would complete the Team TT in two
days time. The roads were closed and
the same start ramp utilised .
To be counted down and set off, with the
crowds lining the streets yelling out
encouragement was surreal . I managed
to place 199/1200+ and 79th in my
category. After the event I rode onto
Monte Carlo (still pinching myself ) .
Watching the actual TTT with a win to
Orica Green Edge, two in two days was
brilliant. They looked so tight with five
kms to go. You knew it was going to be
a quick
time. The
Aussies
were in
town and
didn't
everyone
know it.
Mont
Ventoux
was next on
my list, the
longest
climb so far
Two Aussies encouraging
being 21
TJ Van Garderen up final
kms (all
climb of Alpe d 'Huez
up ! ).
Starting with orchards and vineyards in
the town of Bedoin, before sharply
rising through pine forests then opening
onto a barren moonscape 6 kms to the
summit. A truly epic climb!
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On to the Alpes for a few days with my
first of three ascents of Alpe d'Huez
completed.
Then a 35 km climb to the base of Col
du Galibier before another eight to the
summit .
One of my favourite climbs.
A sojourn into Italy for some
preparation for my 2nd event, The Gran
Fondo Pinarello , a 169 km race with
3000 metres of climbing .
I based myself in Bormio where I rode
up the famous Stelvio and Gavia Pass's,
used in many Giro d Italia races.
My legs by this stage were in need of a
rest so I decided to head to St Moritz in
Switzerland . There I hired an 'All
Mountain' bike and purchased an all day
cable car/cog railway pass.
For six hours I was transported to an
altitude of over 3000 metres and rode
the most amazing tracks/trails to the
bottom. No pedalling required!
Onto Treviso Italy next for the Gran
Fondo Race, meeting up with Strava
friend Roberto Romagnoli. A simply
wonderful , talented and colourful
character.
It was the most fun, intense racing I
have ever experienced.
There were some quite serious crashes
but we managed to stay safe. Pasta Party
post race. Great, great day!
Back to the Alps in France to ride and
watch the last few mountain stages.
Based in Le Bourg d'Oisans, a lovely
small town at the base of Alpe d Huez,
had become a city of cyclists and mobile
homes! The tour had come to town !
Watching the tour climb this famous
mountain twice in one stage was a real
highlight. The speed and power of these
riders just incredible. Poor old Cadel
was just surviving by this stage.
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Alpe d'Huez. Aussie fans out in force
But as is his way he never gives in.
Aussie fans everywhere.
The next day a ride up the Col du
Glandon, for the second time, to
farewell Le Tour. They were heading to
Paris and I was heading to Croatia.
I shouted out my final encouragement
and watched them disappear from view.
My tour is only half over. I'll continue to
ride for the next month however I plan
to suffer a lot less and indulge a bit
more.
Thank you to all those who message and
have followed on FB.
Oh, did I mention it's quite warm and
sunny here.
Ciao, Ollie

Near top Of Col du Tentes.
Stopped by snow drifts.

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY
SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD.

PH. (02) 4465 2772

FAX (02) 4465 2773

OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9 am to 5 pm
SAT 9 am to 12 noon
For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.
NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS
Tired of misplacing your scripts.....
We can take care of your prescriptions in our filing system.
See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets and capsules in blister
packs for each time of the day, for each day of the week.

With Roberto Romagnoli ,
70 km pre race warm up ride

COME IN AND SAY HELLO
TO JAN and DAN COLE
AT YOUR PHARMACY
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Bomaderry bushwalk is a beauty
In honour of the new bridge over
Bomaderry Creek, the Bushwalking
Group walked the five km track on a
day of sunshine but also freezing
wind.
The bridge was the replacement for the
one washed away in a raging torrent
more than four years ago.
Last time we offered this walk we had a
perilous crossing over the water on stones;
this time we were all able to stand on the
bridge together (15 of us with a limit of 20
people at a time) and look down at the very
full creek.

Another reason we should all do this walk
soon is that the Council decided to not allow
a road to traverse the reserve, thus saving the
area and its extremely rare, unique and
threatened Bomaderry Ziera, the rare Nowra
Mallee and Brittle Midge Orchid and eight
threatened species of fauna including the
Giant Burrowing Frog, the Yellow-bellied
Glider and the Large-footed Fishing Bat.

All of these, plus the fact that it is a
beautiful walk: quite easy although
there are lots of tree roots and a
delightful ladder up and over a
boulder.
We parked at the Narang Street tennis
courts and walked across to the
reserve.
There are toilets and picnic tables at
the start with free gas barbecues
available.
There is a map with explanatory
information on the four main
walks that you can do in the
area; we did walks one, two and
four.
It is worth a
short return
walk to Bernie’s
Lookout for a
view high above
the creek; then
we combined
both the Mossy
Gully and River
Oak Crossing
walks for a
complete circuit.
The vegetation
changes from
rainforest to
eucalypts and bloodwoods
and, in the right season, there
are prolific wild flower
displays.
The towering sandstone cliffs contain many
Aboriginal archaeological sites and it is easy
to imagine the early aborigines camping
under some of the overhangs, just as we
rested there during our breaks.
Today it is still a place of special cultural
significance for Aboriginal people.

: "The men's idea of bushwalking!"

When you do the walk, look out for the
Clinging Tree which has attached itself to
the rock ledge almost as if it is eating it; the
Great Wall; Rock Fall Canyon (but be very
careful if clambering too far off the beaten
track at this spot); the honeycomb effects in
the quartz-dominated Nowra sandstone
overhangs and if it is warmer weather you
may like to cool off in one of the rocky
pools along the creek.
Lee Sharam
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Before you react, check the facts
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist
Is sugar toxic? Will chlorogenic acid, a
chemical found naturally in coffee,
make you fatter and increase your risk
of diabetes? Do vegetable oils cause
many health problems?
The first claim has been made in several
popular books. The second in widespread
media coverage a couple of weeks ago.
The third is the theme of a popular book
written by an ex-lawyer. How true are
these claims?

Check the ‘dose’
Back in the 16th Century Paracelsus provided
the basis for modern toxicology when he noted
that it’s the dose that makes the poison.
Everything causes problems if taken in excess
– even oxygen and water, the basic essentials
of life.
Sugar certainly fits this theory and there is no
doubt that the ‘dose’ of sugar currently
consumed by the average Australian is a
problem. That’s why our dietary guidelines
recommended we cut consumption of sugary
foods and especially sugary drinks.
There is now lots of good evidence that our
usual ‘thermostat’ to recognise satiety lets us
down when it comes to liquids. If you eat, say,
some nuts or fruit or bread or most solid foods,
over the next few hours, you are likely to eat a
little less of something else as the gut
hormones signal some sense of satisfaction.
The system fails with sweet liquids and the gut
hormones fail to recognise any difference
between these drinks and an equal volume of
water. Studies in both children and adults show
that sweet liquids easily encourage us to take
in more kilojoules.
Many sugary foods – think cakes, biscuits,
pastries, desserts, confectionery – also contain
fat, providing a double dose of kilojoules.
There’s also good evidence that those who
consume more of these foods eat less of the
good stuff such as fruits, vegetables and
wholegrain foods.
Serving sizes are also important. For example,
soft drinks once came in 170 mL (6 oz) bottles.
A 600 mL bottle is now considered a single
‘serve’. Or think about fruit juice. When we
had to hand squeeze oranges, a small glass was
the norm. When there’s a 2 or 4 litre container
of juice, most people go through it quickly.
These problems all relate to the quantity of
sugar. Too much is a problem, but sugar itself
is not a poison.

Check the media report
The coffee story is a good example of the
media report getting it wrong. I was phoned by
one radio station about this story. Fortunately, I
had read the original paper describing some
research from Western Australia. It was clear
that the reporter had not read the study.

A bit of background may help here. There is no
doubt that drinking large amounts of coffee (say,
10 cups a day) can increase blood pressure and
have several other undesirable effects. However,
several well-designed large studies have shown
that coffee actually reduces the risk of diabetes –
by a not insignificant 30%. Researchers are keen
to find out what it is in coffee that gives it this
benefit.
Coffee contains a number of polyphenol
substances that have potent antioxidant action –
at least in the laboratory. One of these substances
is chlorogenic acid. And so some researchers
from the University of Western Australia set up a
study to see if chlorogenic acid was the
protective agent in coffee responsible for
decreasing risk factors associated with diabetes.
The study was in mice. One group of mice were
given a high fat diet to increase their body fat,
glucose intolerance and insulin resistance – all
factors relevant for type 2 diabetes. The mice
were then given chlorogenic acid. To ensure they
would see an effect, the dose of chlorogenic acid
was high – equivalent to a human drinking
almost 6 cups of coffee in a single sitting.
Sadly, the chlorogenic acid did not turn out to
have any benefits and the researchers concluded:
“this study suggests that chlorogenic acid
supplementation in a high-fat diet does not
protect against features of the metabolic
syndrome in diet-induced obese mice”.
The media reported that coffee made insulin
resistance worse and this could lead to increased
fat deposits.
The study was published in the Journal of
Agricultural and Food Chemistry. You need to
pay to read the whole study, but you might
expect journalists to have access. Anyone can
access the abstract and while abstracts don’t
always give enough detail to prevent

Cafe Bella
Breakfast and lunch
9.30 am till 2.30 pm
Thursday to Sunday
Dinner 6.30 pm
Friday to Sunday
B.Y.O
Private functions
Weddings
Outside catering
151 Moss Vale Rd
Kangaroo Valley
Booking 44 65 1660

misinterpretation, in this case it did (see http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23586419).

Check the author’s credentials
I am constantly surprised that so many people
take notice of diet books or ideas promoted by
celebrities and stars. I doubt many have taken
the 5 years or so of University study that
dietitians and nutritionists have undertaken.
A lawyer may be expected to do a little more
research before writing books telling us of the
toxicity of foods such as fructose or vegetable
oils. However, lawyers look for evidence to
prove their case and it’s probably fair to say
they ignore evidence that doesn’t fit what they
are trying to prove.
Fructose is a natural sugar in fruit and also
makes up half of sucrose (ordinary sugar). It’s
not difficult to find evidence that huge doses of
fructose can increase the risk of some
problems, but it’s not easy to find people who
consume that much fructose. This is a clear
case of ‘it’s the dose that makes the poison’.
Vegetable oils contain some essential fats,
including a polyunsaturated fat called linoleic
acid. Too much linoleic acid, without a balance
of omega 3 polyunsaturated fats can be a
problem. But to extrapolate from this to call
vegetable oils toxic and to blame them for
many health problems is a step beyond the
evidence.
As we’ve discussed before, foods contain a
mixture of fats. Balance is important and the
easiest way to get the essential linoleic acid we
need is to include foods such as nuts, seeds and
extra virgin olive oil.
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Antiquarian corner
Collectable Books
Books can be very collectable with
certain Modern First Edition Books
(1930-1970) heavily sought after and
expensive.
For example, a first edition 1951
Catcher In The Rye by J.D Salinger and
signed by the American author is
currently for sale (not at Halcyon) for
$64,000.
Books do not have to be old to be valuable.

Kangaroo Valley School
P and C needs your help
In September 2013 the P and C
is organising the school fete
We are asking if people would
be able to start growing cuttings
for us to sell at the fete.
If that is a problem could we
please have some plant cuttings
and we will do the growing.
Thanks for your help. Nicole
You can text
Nicole Schweggler to let her
know that you can help.

Nicole 0425328067

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Some years ago I was at the Berry Monthly
Market and purchased a hardback copy of
Catcher In the Rye for $2 (hardback copies
are very hard to find) with the book being a
1956 Edition.
The book was subsequently sold very
quickly to a happy lady from the South
Coast.
A paperback of this book should be readily
obtainable from new and second hand
bookshops for an amount between $5 and
$30.
I have read the book and found it to be very
unusual and enjoyable, being mainly written
in the first person.
It was intriguing and so difficult to put down
that it took me only three days to read!
An excellent dust jacket on a desirable and
collectable book can be worth in excess of
the actual book - eg a first edition of W.E
Johns’ Biggles book The Camels Are
Coming may be worth $6000, and with a
dust jacket $20,000.
This book was the very first Biggles to be
published.
Some twenty years ago I had a 1934 first
edition of this book, and unfortunately gave
it away as it was an ex-library copy in very
poor condition.
However it was a first edition and I have
never seen another copy of this book.
Also a signature on a rare and desirable book
may also greatly increase the value.
However, most books are not collectable and
books in poor condition, authors who are out
of fashion and books that are genuinely not
sought after may be worthless.

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
2 TILL 4 PM
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The condition of books, collectables and
antiques is of the utmost importance.
A first edition 1955 book by Graham Greene
titled Loser Takes All with dust jacket and
signed by the author is currently for sale for
$4,020. A similar first edition is currently for
sale at $775.
There is currently a first edition of this book
with a dust jacket at Halcyon Bookshop for
any Graham Greene fans at $185.
Happy reading.
David Gazzard-Proprietor Halcyon Books
and Records and The Nostalgia Factory
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1, 2, 3—Out!
Decluttering your photos
We take lots more photos than we
used to, just because it's so easy to do
it. Everyone has a camera, even if it’s
just the one on your phone.
You don't have to worry about wasting
film any more. And it doesn't matter if
you take pictures that don't work out.
If you don't like them, you just delete them.
But of course, there's a down-side to making
things cheaper and quicker and more
plentiful.
And, in the case of digital photos, the
downside is digital clutter.
What do you do with all those pictures?
The point of pictures is to look at them,
either today or in the future, as a memory.
So you need to get them into a place or a
format where they can be looked at.
There are four steps to doing this:
The first is to Decide.
You'll need to decide if you want to publish
them online (Facebook or Instagram or on a
blog), keep them on an electronic photo
display unit or print them out in some way.
The second step is to Edit and Delete.
Seriously, you don't need four nearly
identical pictures of your dog licking your
cat. Choose the best one and say goodbye to
the rest.
Ten years from now you will not thank
yourself for keeping a photo of a beautiful
view slightly blocked out by the back of
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someone's head. (Actually, I question the
value of keeping most photos of beautiful
views unless you're a really fabulous
photographer.)
Step three is to Publish. Do it.
Put them online, upload them to the
slideshow device, or get them printed.
And if you do go down the printing route,
seriously consider making a photo book.
It's much less fuss and bother than sticking
photos into an album, it takes up less room
on the shelf, and it looks very smart. I use
www.snapfish.com.au but you can get books
done at most photo printing places these
days.
Step four should probably be step one.
It's the most important one. If you don't do
this one, you won't do any of the rest.
It is: commit to dealing with your photos.
Make time. Set aside a few minutes or hours
(depending on the type of publishing you're
doing). As with anything, if you do a little
bit, often, you'll be further ahead than if you
let the job grow until it's too big.
And if you're dealing with a massive backlog
of photos from the last 15 years, forget them.
Start with today's pictures today and do
tomorrow's tomorrow.
You can go back and do the rest once you've
got a feeling of accomplishment.
I've heard story after story of people who've
misplaced their cameras or phones or had a
computer crash. "And it had two years worth
of photographs on it", they've mourned.
Deal with your photos and keep your
memories safe.
Cecily Paterson
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Human interest stories,
news and happenings
from K.V. churches
Church of the Good Shepherd
David Banks is a member of our
church. He and his wife Deborah live
with their four children in Budgong
and run a fantastic horse-riding
business.
Their daughter Frankie has just been
made school captain at Bomaderry High
School.
You'll see her some Sundays busking along
the KV main street with her guitar and
original songs.
David has had a passion to bring together the
men of both the church and the wider
community to read the bible together and
understand God's will for our lives.
A men's bible study group founded by David
is now up and running!
The group first met at Bistro One46 for
Sunday lunch after church. It was a lovely
meal at a fantastic place to eat! We had ten
men from the age of 20 to 75 to catch up.
We meet once a month after the 10am
Sunday service and you're welcome to join
us. The next get-together will be Sunday 18
August at 12 noon.
We're simply slowly reading through the
Lord's Prayer and talking about what God has
to say about himself to us.
(Continued on page 34)
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Let me hear your
body talk
Back and Neck Pain
Regardless of age or gender, 80% of
the population will suffer from back
pain at some time in their life.
Common causes of back pain include:

•
•
•
•

extensive sitting or standing
heavy lifting
injury
pregnancy
constipation, irritable bowel and
endometriosis
•
menstrual pain
•
insufficient flexibility
•
muscle weakness
•
dysfunction in the thorax, lower limbs
and pelvis.
There are several more serious causes of low
back pain such as disc injury, fracture,
tumour and infection.
Osteopaths, as primary health care
practitioners, are trained to differentiate
between uncomplicated back pain and back
pain requiring referral to specialist care.
Your osteopath will help you develop the
most effective course of action to manage
your back pain.
Your osteopath will:
• improve joint mobility
• reduce muscular tension, inflammation and
nerve irritation

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

• improve blood supply and drainage to and
from the spine and pelvis
• reduce the duration of low back pain
episodes
• help prevent future episodes
• offer advice on posture, exercises and
stretching
• provide advice on improving your
ergonomic environment
• provide guidance on diet, hydration and
exercise
• communicate and plan treatment with your
GP and insurer
• refer you for radiological assessment when
required.
Top tips for back care:
• seek osteopathic advice regularly
• keep mobile and exercise daily. Nothing is
better than walking!
• during repetitive tasks or heavy labour,
make sure to vary your rhythm, take
regular breaks, and have a stretch
• keep well hydrated to keep your spine
more mobile
• eat sufficient protein to help repair tissue
• be careful when lifting
• have regular osteopathic care during
pregnancy and while breastfeeding
• ensure you have a supportive mattress
make sure your children do not carry a
heavy bag on one shoulder or spend too
much time in front of a PC or TV.
Presented by Sally Wallace
Copyright © 2013
Australian Osteopathic Association
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You are invited to the safe
small towns review
Shoalhaven City Council will be joining
WorkCover NSW in hosting a ‘safe small
towns initiative’ in Kangaroo Valley next
Friday August 2.
The program will allow small business
owners, managers and employees to ask
questions and receive free advice regarding
work health and safety, injury management
and return to work practices.
Mayor, Joanna Gash said Council was
working with WorkCover through the ‘safe
small towns initiative’ to ensure local
businesses were given every opportunity to
provide a safe work environment.
“Some small business owners can find it
challenging dedicating resources to work
health and safety issues while using their
other resources to keep the business
running,” said Clr Gash.
“However, it is vital that all employers meet
their obligations in terms of health and safety
in the workplace, this is not an issue isolated
to larger corporations.
“I would certainly encourage local residents
to attend the Kangaroo Valley drop in
session next Friday and receive industryspecific advice from Council and
WorkCover representatives.who will be
outside the Kangaroo Valley Hall,
between 8.30am - 4pm.”
CONTACT:
Mayor, Joanna Gash - 0427 160 172
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Travelling the route of The Silk Road.
An adventure in history with Ian Chambers
Mud volcanoes and Baku, Azerbaijan
The land of Eurovision 2012 resounded with
the marching of feet, the roar of jets
overhead, and the bright lights of the city of
Baku. Offsetting this was the beautiful
sunrise over the Caspian Sea, and the Mud
Volcanoes - lost in a garden maze - reminded
us that there is a lot more that we still have to
understand about what lies above and
beneath our planet Earth.
enclosed Ferris Wheels, and the Journey to
the Centre of the Earth, the team has held up
well. As has Pete who, despite testing border

Ashgbat and journey to the centre of
the earth
Crossing the Caspian Sea in the good ship,
and appropriately named, Dagistan, was a
journey that will always be remembered, but
probably better forgotten. From Vodka and
ChaCha Frolics to arrival in surreal Asgabat,
the land of Desearth, Marble Buildings,

and sea crossings, has received
reinforcements with the timely arrival of
Kirsten, just in time for our visit to the
Wedding Building in Ashgabat.

Tbilisi to Yerevan
From the fun of the city of Tbilisi, Georgia,
to the water fountains of Yerevan, Armenia,
this stage of the journey was filled with
(Continued on page 50)

ATM machine now available
Kangaroo Valley’s own

Open seven days a week from 6 am to 7 pm
The best fresh fruit and meat and grocery choice

Petrol, diesel, oils all at Nowra prices
Ice, firewood and prepaid phone credits
32 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577 phone (02) 4465 2025

Ben & Jerry ice-cream now available
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Technology and
the Valley
by Ellie Williams
Dear readers.
I want to share with you an almost-scary
-but-thankfully-didn't-get-that-far story
that happened to me this week.
I received an email from Paypal
informing me that my account had
been suspended and that I had to fill
out my details on an attached internet
link to get it up and running again.

BUSHWALK PROGRAMME FOR
2013

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Lets talk security
At first glance, the email contained the
Paypal logo, used the same type font
and even had an official email address.
I had experienced this same problem with
them in the past so that wasn't the unusual
part.
What caused me to pause was the fact that
Paypal already had all the details they were
asking from me, so shouldn't they know
what my bank account details were?
I'm sure you're all shaking your heads at me
right now because it all seems pretty obvious
on paper.
Truth is, internet scams are getting harder
and harder to detect.

AUGUST –
Sunday 18th, White Sands and
Scribbly Gums Walk.
SEPTEMBER –
Sunday 15th, Kangaroo Valley
walk.
OCTOBER Sunday 20th, Crookhaven.
NOVEMBER –
Sunday 24th, Shoalhaven Heads.
DECEMBER –
Sunday 8th,
our Christmas walk and party.
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The email I received from “Paypal” turned
out to be an example of Phishing, the act of
attempting to acquire personal information
by masquerading as a trustworthy entity.
Hot-spots for these types of scams are online
payment processors, banks, emails and even
mobile phones.
It's all too easy for these computer-savvy
swindlers to trick the unsuspecting public
out of their credit card details or in to a
malware link.

Scammers know how to 'press the wrong
buttons' on their victims.
An example of a pretty convincing spoof
came from a fake Citibank email that
attempted to divulge victims of their account
passwords by insisting on 'verifying' their
details through a link. Instead of taking them
to the real website, however, the link took
them to a fake one which allowed scammers
to intercept hundreds of passwords and
empty bank accounts.
Another doozie that's floating around (let's
hope you haven't been exposed to this
stressful encounter) occurs when victims are
falsely notified that inappropriate material
has been found on their computer but that
they shouldn't panic as this little
problem can be removed for, you
guessed it, a small fortune.
So, what do you do if you are
unsure of a dodgy looking email?
A good old-fashioned google
search of the name of the email
sender next to the word “phishing”
should bring up any news of a
known scam.
You could also contact your service
provider, whether it be a bank or
payment processor to verify that it
was genuine.
You can also go to your account
settings in your email and turn up the level of
security.
The best rule of thumb would simply be to
never give your bank account, password or
personal details to a website you are unsure
of. It's better to be safe than sorry.
App of the month:
Living Social. Find outrageously good deals
in your area or major discounts on travel
destinations.
Ellin Williams

News from the pews
(Continued from page 29)

JINDYANDY ANTIQUES

www.jindyandyantiques.com.au

In July the church has been looking at God's
concern for his environment.
We've been reading about the responsibilities
God has given us towards other living
creatures and the care of God's world.
Andrew asked congregation members to
contribute to a booklet with local tips for
preserving energy and resources both in and
around our homes and gardens (and transport
too). If you have any unique tips you'd like to
contribute we'd really appreciate them.
You can e-mail Andrew at
office.kvanglican@gmail.com and we will
add your practical tips to the booklet.
If you'd like a free copy when it's finished,
let Andrew know at the e-mail above or just
ask either Andrew or someone you know
who goes to church here.
With warm regards,
Andrew Paterson
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Firey Tales
by Cinderfella
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The Monty Men (including our own Captain Dusty)
strut their stuff for the Phil Borchard fundraiser night at Shoalhaven Heads

Some of the members used the opportunity
to practise with the breathing apparatus
(CABA) that would be required at these sites
in the event of a fire.
It seemed like a good idea, as we walked
down the numerous flights of stairs to the
very bottom, but it was definitely a lot harder
on the way back up in full structural
firefighting gear — certainly used a up a
cylinder of air very quickly.
This was an excellent opportunity to see the
internals of the power station, with one
turbine currently completely disassembled
for repair and maintenance.
Other training has been quieter over the
winter due to wet, cold weather and we are
looking for a fine weekend to finalise
training of our new group of BF’s in their
practical assessment.
A training event was held on 25 to 28 July,
involving an air attack course.
The course was set up in Albion Park and
also used a property in Kangaroo Valley to
practise water bombing from both fixedwing aircraft and helicopters.
Our brigade coordinated this event and
provided fires and smoke for targeting. This
was a statewide course and used 16 aircraft
for training of pilots for the upcoming
summer and fire season.
July call-outs
Mike Gorman, Dave ‘Dusty’ Smart and Dave
Just the one callout for the month, to a MVA
Alexander after climbing back up eight
on Cambewarra Mountain where a
storeys
motorcyclist
had lost
control on a
corner and
was thrown
off his bike
over the
Armco railing
and landed 10
metres down
an
embankment
in a running
drain.
(After hitting
the railing, the
motorbike
continued on
riderless for
approx. 100m
down the
road.)
This made for
Chelsea Sherborne and Chloe Jenna with Neil Millet at the training exercise

This has been a quiet month for callouts but we have by no means been
idle.
The brigade participated in a training
night at the Kangaroo Valley Power
Station, visiting both the Kangaroo
Valley and Bendeela sites on a
Wednesday evening for familiarisation
and emergency procedure awareness.
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a challenging rescue and RFS crew present
assisted the Ambulance Rescue team and
NSW Police to control traffic on a difficult
corner.
Guide to action: August
A timely reminder that permit season will
start again from the 1st of September so
make use of the next month to complete your
hazard reductions and to burn off piles of
rubbish prior to then.
The brigade is able to assist with this in some
cases so, if it is causing you concern, please
speak to a brigade member or call Dusty on
0467 812 190 to arrange a time to check it
out for you.
Did you know? The RFS offers the AIDER
Program, a free once-off service to assist in
preparing your property for bushfire:
thinning vegetation; trimming from around
the home, and removing, fallen leaves, sticks
or branches; mowing or slashing long grass;
cleaning gutters. Are you eligible?
Aged residents and residents with disabling
conditions who have limited support from
friends and family or other services may
apply.
Call (02) 8741 4955 to arrange an
assessment of the property.
Other news
In our last issue we mentioned a fundraiser
night that was to be held at Shoalhaven
Heads to raise funds for a fellow firefighter
Phil Borchard who is having ongoing
treatment for cancer.
Kangaroo Valley brigade was represented
well with a table amongst approximately 300
people attending.
A massive amount of $19,400 was raised
from a garage sale and the proceeds of the
night, which boasted cabaret-style
entertainment.
There were lots of laughs and covering of
eyes, and Captain Dusty featuring amongst
other performers from mixed brigades as a
way too friendly redhead in the Time Warp
and not leaving much to the imagination in
the Full Monty.
The photo above was taken just before the
anticipated moment of reveal…
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Burma - to go or not to go?
them to move regularly from venue to venue
(I saw them in a vacant shop, with an
audience of 11), with their wives dancing in
traditional costumes. But for me the
highlight of Mandalay lay outside the city:
the 200-year-old U Bein wooden bridge,
which winds for a mile across a lake. I
managed to walk to the end and back in the
45 minutes allotted by our guide, despite
frequent stops to take photos of monks on the
bridge and fishermen up to their necks in the
water below. Even in so short a time, I
found it a very peaceful, almost magical,
experience.

Burma (or Myanmar - both are
historical names) has long been top of
my list of countries to visit. But, like
many others, I awaited the green light
from Aung San Suu Kyi before doing
so. Her release from house arrest,
and her subsequent statement that
visitors need stay away no longer, has
resulted in a huge influx of tourists
which threatens to overwhelm the
tourism infrastructure. The beauty
of the country and its people (despite
a population of almost 50 million, one
doesn’t get the impression that it’s
overcrowded) amply justifies the
desire of so many to visit. But I
toured Burma in late May/early June
- low season - with the advantage of
relatively few tourists with whom to
compete.
Yangon (formerly Rangoon) is a city of some
6 million people, most of whom seem to be
on the roads - either driving or taking their
lives into their hands trying to cross them.
The traffic appears chaotic, until one
understands the rule of the road: the driver
who gets his nose in front has right of way.
Traffic drives on the right, but 99% of
vehicles (even the latest models) have their
steering wheels on the right - the driver
having to rely on a passenger for safe
overtaking. I asked our guide if Burma had
recently changed from driving on the left.
His reply: “Yes, in 1970”! Despite all that,
we saw only one damaged car in Yangon.
The city has few surviving colonial
buildings, and is generally unattractive - with
one notable exception: the magnificent
Schwedagon Pagoda, which dominates the
skyline. From the name, I was expecting a
single building, but the iconic golden stupa is
merely the centrepiece of dozens of temples

housing thousands of Buddhas. Multicoloured, flashing neon halos surrounding
many of the Buddhas only served to reinforce
my impression that the complex was over the
top, but it was impossible not to be
impressed. I first saw it on a weekend, when
the temples were filled with Burmese
praying, picnicking and sleeping.
The name Mandalay conjures up a romantic
image, almost on a par with Samarkand or
Timbuktu, but the reality sadly fails to match
the image. A city of over 5 million people, it
compensates for the banning of motorcycles
in Yangon by being overrun by them. A trip
on the Irrawaddy River took us to what
would have been the world’s largest pagoda
had earthquakes not prevented its
completion, and the world’s largest unbroken
bell. And one evening I attended a
performance by the Moustache Brothers,
three comedians whose political satire leads

Bistro One46
Café Bella
Harcourts
KV Collections
KV Fudge House and Ice
Creamery
KV Supermarket and
General Store
KV Getaways
The Friendly Inn
The Gallery in Kangaroo

Proving to be popular
Ideal gifts for all year round

Available now at the businesses in the Valley listed above

According to our itinerary, we should have
travelled from Mandalay to Bagan by boat.
But the Irrawaddy was exceptionally low this
year, and the last boat to complete the day’s
journey, several months earlier, had run
aground twice. So we flew. The
disappointment was quickly dispelled by the
sight of over 4000 temples and stupas
scattered on a single plain. Many are in
ruins, but we were able to go inside several,
and to climb to the top of the highest and
look down on the others. At night the site is
even more spectacular, the floodlit structures
looming like jewel boxes out of the
blackness. The only reason it’s not on the
World Heritage Register is apparently that
the Burmese government fears external
interference.
Our next stop was Inle Lake, where we
stayed in over-water bungalows and explored
the lake in small boats, alighting from time
to time to visit villages, some with houses
built on stilts and accessible only by boat,
watching various craftsmen and women at
work, inspecting the ruins of ancient and
overgrown temples reminiscent of mini
Angkor Wats, and amazed at the variety of
crops grown on reclaimed land: 2 1/2 days of
paradise for this lover of water and
photography.
It was a very different form of transport
which ended the journey to our next
destination - the Kyaiktiyo Pagoda, or
Golden Rock: this small pagoda sits on a
gold-gilted boulder, 25m in circumference,
precariously balanced on a rock jutting out
from a mountain-top ridge. According to
legend, it’s held there by a strand of
Bhuddha’s hair. Buses can’t make the steep,
bending, dirt road up the mountain, so we
transferred into an open truck, about twice
the size of a ute, with over 40 people
crammed like sardines onto 10cm wide
benches - hopefully less for economic
reasons than to stop us falling off. The drive
up the mountain, at a speed which defied the
steep gradient and hairpin bends, was
seriously hair-raising, but the spectacular
scenery provided a welcome distraction from
our fear. When we reached our hotel, close
to the summit, we were greeted by a
surprisingly well-stocked bar: the sight alone
of blue label Johnnie Walker was enough to
revive the spirits of some in our group. My
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comparable accommodation in the
adjoining property, with access to the
resort’s facilities. Tip for travelers:
confirm all bookings in advance or, if
in a group, ensure that your guide
does so. So our last day was spent
back in Yangon where, after two
weeks of excellent weather, the
monsoon started.

The Kyaiktiyo Pagoda
own foolhardiness requires no alcoholic
stimulation, and for the return journey the
following day I stood on the front bench,
held onto a rail atop the cabin for grim death,
and had the most fun in 60 years.
After another night in Yangon we drove for
seven hours in a small bus whose suspension
was ill-equipped to cope with the flooddamaged roads, en route to a seaside resort
where we were to spend our last two days.
The resort was superb, but closed (that very
day) for the season! After two hours’
negotiation, we were allowed to spend two
nights (ie only one full day, not two) in

Despite decades of military rule,
Buddhism is an integral part of
Burmese life. As in Bhutan, redrobed monks are everywhere to be
seen, apparently involved in
“normal” activities. In Burma, we
also saw many nuns, of all ages, prettily
dressed in pale pink. Most other men wear
lungis [sarongs], and seem to be perpetually
retying the knot at the waist to stop them
falling down. Their upper bodies are dressed
in western style shirts or T-shirts, which look
somewhat incongruous. Myanmar food - at
least that served to tourists - seemed rather
bland. But for those with spicier palates
there are excellent Chinese restaurants
everywhere. We were very surprised to find
that some wine is made in Burma:
specifically, each of two vineyards produces
one red and one white wine. All are very
drinkable, but one of the reds is comparable
with a very good Pinot Noir!
Since my return, many have asked me about
the political and security situation in Burma.
I have no reason to doubt the reports in our
media of the army’s recent attacks on
Rhohingya people, but they take place in
tribal areas far removed from the tourist

destinations, and I didn’t see a single soldier
in my 16 days in the country. Indeed, I saw
few police, too, and most of those were
directing traffic. It’s difficult for a casual
visitor to assess how much difference the
recent, tentative, steps towards demilitarising
the government of the country have made to
the lives of ordinary Burmese. I suspect that as in many developing countries - more
people are concerned with the cost of living
than with human rights. But any diversion of
money from the military into the general
economy can only improve the standard of
living for civilians. And most reputable tour
companies now use hotels and other facilities
which are not government owned, which can
only assist that diversion. And the standard
of accommodation is generally very good.
So, to answer the question in my heading,
GO NOW! Or at least as soon as the
monsoon season is over.
Tony Barnett

Dave Rebbeck

EARTHMOVING CONTRACTOR
All earthmoving, landscape and road requirements. We specialise in these activities
 Roadworks  Drainage  Rock Walls  Irrigation Lines
 Fencing  Landscaping  Preparation for Road Sealing

NEW

Caterpillar Mini Hydraulic
excavator (300.9D) Overall
width of only 730mm (2ft 5in

NEW

We supply
Road base, Sand
and soil

Caterpillar Multi-terrain Loader/bobcat
Rubber track bobcat
Extending dozer blade and tracks with buckets for
trenching (300ml, 450ml), mud bucket (800ml)

GIVE US A CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE ON

44 651 172 or mobile 0408 534 019 email kvearthmoving@gmail.com
We sell and deliver drinking water
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Men’s health by
Gerry North

How many of us have learned how to
build loving relationships? Where did
we learn? At home? At school?
Maybe never at all. Maybe there have
never been the role models to learn
these skills from. Here are 5 tips for
building a loving relationship,
especially handy when the love bubble
bursts after the first 12 months .
1. Create a safe environment where you
can trust and share openly without being
afraid.
Don’t interrupt, even if you need to put your
hand over your mouth to stop yourself. Learn
to fight fairly. No name calling. Don’t make
threats. Apologize when you know you
should. If you’re too angry to really listen,
stop! Go into another room, take space for
yourself, breathe and “calm down.”
Remember: your partner is not the enemy.

For Valley Voice
advertising
please phone
44 651 621

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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How to build a loving relationship
2. Separate the facts from the feelings.
What beliefs and feelings get triggered in
you during conflicts? Ask yourself: Is there
something from my past that is influencing
how I’m seeing the situation now? The
critical question you want to ask: Is this
about him or her, or is it really about me?
What’s the real truth? Once you’re able to
differentiate facts from feelings, you’ll see
your partner more clearly and be able to
resolve conflicts from clarity.
3. Ask questions when you’re unsure or
are making assumptions.
All too often, we make up our own stories or
interpretations about what our partners’
behavior means. For example: “He doesn’t
want to cuddle; he must not really love me
anymore.” We can never err on the side of
asking too many questions, and then listen to
the answers from your whole self — heart,
gut, mind and body. Equally important is to
hear what’s not being said — the facts and
feeling that you sense might be unspoken.
4. Make time for your relationship.
No matter who you are or what your work is,
you need to nurture your relationship. Make
sure you schedule time for the well-being of
your relationship. That includes making
“playdates” and also taking downtime
together. Frequently create a sacred space
together by shutting off all things

technological
and digital.
Like a garden,
the more you
tend to your
relationship,
the more it
will grow.
5. Say the
“hard
things” from
love.
Become
aware of the
hard things
that you’re not
talking about. Do you need to discuss your
sex life? Have a jar that you put in important
things to be discussed. How does that feel?
No matter what you’re feeling in a situation,
channel the energy of your emotions so that
you say what you need to say
in a constructive manner.
Try one of these every day and
before you know it you will
develop the skills of building
loving relationships.
Gerry North is a couples and general
counsellor. Email:
gerrynorthcounsellor@gmail.com
Web: www.gerrynorthcounsellor.com

Airport Transfers • Winery Tours • Corporate Travel •
Weddings • Theatre, Opera, Sporting Events •
Sydney, Canberra and Southern Highlands
Vehicles for all occasions
At Your Service
24hours a day and 7 days a week
Contact HCHC
M: 0400 921 239
E: info@hchc.com.au • W: www.hchc.com.au
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Coping with frost
Citrus extravaganza
Coping with frost
Well, for most of us, over winter we
tend to get into the garden less, and
with good reason: it’s cold and often
the early dark means we are unable to
get home from the daily grind and
casually have the time to walk
through the garden.
Of course that doesn’t matter so much
as the lack of sunlight has really slowed
the growth down.
Lack of light and warmth are the largest
contributing factors that slow growth rate.
We often overlook the sunlight factor when
looking at the health of our garden.
A fast
growing
tree can
quickly
change
the
dynamic
of your
garden if
it’s on the Northern side.
For some poor plants though the cold can be
terminal.
We don’t often get frosts like the Highlands
do, but we are not free of hard frosts. Most
plants don’t seem to mind frosts - even
things like Avocados can cope - but there are
some
that we
need to
protect.
There are
some
simple
ideas that
can seem
so
obvious.
The coldest part in a garden is the clearest
part, for example a large area of grass gets
the coldest temperature right in the middle.
Therefore if you have a frost sensitive plant

you could plant it
within medium to
larger bushes or
trees. Alternatively
you could plant a
tree and wait until it
starts developing a
canopy to plant
your sensitive plant
under it. Anything with thermal mass is also
a good idea. A building is the largest
example of this, so you could position your
plant against the brick wall of your house,
but you could also choose a large rock in the
garden that receives daytime sunshine as a
refuge from extreme cold temperatures. If
none of these are possible you can make a
temporary/permanent cover. Multitudes exist
but the simple concept is to create an
umbrella effect. Let’s take an avocado that
needs initial protection: four star pickets and
shade cloth strung between the posts 'should'
in our Valley provide ample frost protection
(as well as protection against intense summer
heat). On a small scale you can create a
conch or tunnel to protect or encourage
growth. In extreme conditions that
experience snow, cold frames can be built to
protect plants. Imagine a mini glass house:
some can be simply made out of old glass
doors.

Citrus extravaganza
The quintessential tree that should live in
every backyard is the good old Meyer
Lemon tree. I can still remember jumping the
fence as a kid to
use a couple of
the neighbour’s
lemons for a
meal. Citrus is a
plant originally
from China and
spread
throughout the
Mediterranean
and subsequently
Europe between

900 and 1500
AD. There are
lots of types of
citrus: lemon,
orange,
mandarin,
tangerine,
grapefruit, and
limes to name a
few.
In the
lemon fruit,
Lisbon, Eureka,
and Meyer are
three of the most common, but the
'Lemonade' variety proves a delight.
In the orange fruit, Valencia, Jaffa, and
Washington Navel are good sweet varieties.
In the lime fruit we are not as lucky,
although they will grow. True limes are more
suited to tropical environments. I have grown
both Kaffir and Tahitian in our Valley, but
they are slow and need extra care.
A few tips will ensure that your trees live
long and
prosper. Citrus
need a north
facing warm
sunny moist
soil that is
well aerated.
Citrus hate
wet feet so
ensure good drainage: this can be achieved
by planting on a mound. Trees should be
spaced around 5 metres apart. They require
little pruning; however this can be done to
achieve a 'natural' shape. Citrus are gross
feeders, so make sure you regularly apply a
complete fertiliser around the drip line. One
friend of mine applies one trailer load of cow
manure every year and has fantastic success
with his lemons.
If you have had or have citrus you may have
had scale and sooty mould infestations. Soft
soap or oil sprays should remove them. Any
type of bug is best removed by hand and if
fruit fly is a problem, use a bait trap.
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Food for thought ...
The morning mist which is enveloping
the village and Kangaroo Valley
surrounds is lasting longer each day –
although as I live high on
Barrengarry Mountain, from where I
look out from my window, I gaze over
green paddocks to a shroud of white.
Days are cooler and darkness comes
earlier and with it cold snappish nights.
Comfort food continues to beckon and these
recipes are great for family or for
entertaining and will surprise them with
delicate flavours, satisfying not only the
palate but making dinner a real “hands-on”
experience!
One of the most joyous ways of eating small
game is eating it with your fingers.
The following is a simple yet classic Italian
recipe, where each tender morsel comes
effortlessly from the bone and simply
dissolves in your mouth.

Pan-Roasted Quail

with Brenda Sambrook

Pour pan juices over quail and serve
immediately. (Serves 6).

Confit Potatoes
1kg Kipfler potatoes, 500ml EVOO* (or
rendered duck fat**), 2 sprigs thyme
(optional).
Peel the potatoes and cut into 1cm rounds.
Warm the oil (or fat) in a shallow tray to 70C
(oven) and add herb (if using) and then add
the potatoes very carefully.
Cook until a knife just goes into the potato
with relative ease.
Remove tray from heat and allow potatoes to
cool. (At this stage, the potatoes can be
stored in an air tight container (refrigerated)
with sheets of silicone paper between them
(for up to two days).
When ready to use, heat a non-stick frying
pan, add some of the oil/fat from confiting to
the pan and then fry the potatoes (single
layer) until crisp.
Remove, drain and season well before
serving. (Serves 4-6)
(To change the flavour, the thyme can be
replaced with sprigs of rosemary, sage or
lemon thyme – all will impart a different
flavour sensation).
A lighter alternative to Zabaglione,
especially after the richness of the confit is a
light Custard Cream – the recipe serves 8.

Custard Cream with Marsala

12 quail, 12 thin slices pancetta, 12 fresh (or
dried) sage leaves, 3tbls butter, 2 tbls
EVOO*, 125ml dry white wine, salt and
freshly ground black pepper.
Wash the quail thoroughly inside and out
under cold running water, then place in a
colander and allow to drain for 20 minutes.
Pat the quail dry with paper towels and place
1 sage leaf and 1 slice of pancetta in each
bird’s cavity.
Put butter and EVOO in a sauté pan (that can
subsequently accommodate all quail without
overlapping) and turn heat to high.
When oil is hot, add quail and brown one
side, then gradually turn them until they have
been browned all around.
Sprinkle with salt and pepper, add white
wine, turning the birds once.
Allow the wine to bubble for about one
minute, then lower heat to medium and cover
(set lid slightly askew).
Cook for 45-60 minutes or until the birds are
tender when probed with a fork and the meat
comes easily away from the bone. (Check
from time to time to see if there is sufficient
juice in the pan to keep the quail from
sticking – if not, add 1-2 tbls water.)
Remove quail from pan, transfer to serving
plate and keep warm.
Add 60ml water to pan, raise heat to high
and deglaze then boil rapidly for one minute.
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6 egg yolks, 2/3 cup granulated (white)
sugar, 6 tbls flour, 250ml dry Marsala,
750ml milk.
Place egg yolks, sugar and flour in a
saucepan and beat the ingredients until they
are evenly meshed without any lumps.
Add Marsala and mix well to a smooth
consistency. Place milk in another saucepan
over a medium-low heat and bring to start of
a simmer (do not let it boil).

Pour warmed milk all at one time into first
saucepan with the egg mixture, stirring
constantly.
Put saucepan over medium heat and cook,
stirring steadily for 8-10 minutes, until the
mixture is dense, creamy and smooth.
The custard cream is wonderful poured warm
over crumbled amaretti biscuits, however
equally delicious cold served with freshly
peeled (pith removed) and finely sliced
oranges.
Cooking should be relaxed and unpretentious
and bring satisfaction to those times when
we are comfortable within ourselves.
We should strive to produce food that
becomes part of our lives and memories –
recipes to which we return over and over.
Simple food has only one objective – to taste
good.
*EVOO – Extra Virgin Olive Oil
**rendered duck fat – this can be reused
numerous times, simply strain into a clean
container and refrigerate.
Brenda Sambrook
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'BALLS OF STEEL' Report- (Petanque – Boulles – Bacchi)
Sunday 14th July – Bastille Day: not
only were the French flags flying at
the Friendly Inn, but also the flashes
from the ‘Balls of Steel’ at the
‘Bouledrome’ (known locally as the
‘Pits’).
This day men gathered for the contest of
the ‘Balls of Steel’ Trophy. Kangaroo
Valley hosted this inaugural event in
April 2010 and the Berry boys came
boldly to challenge once again.
Normally each team would field six players
but, with both teams sporting many more
members, the teams were constantly
changing with super-subs injecting their
fresh arms in the hope of catapulting their
teams to glory.
The Valley were represented by Dingo, The
Godfather, Shiny, King Tim, Frank, Darren,
Tim, Browny, Nick, Big Bob and
more. Berry stacked their ‘hatted’ team with
Carlos, Nikko, Gavin, Strongy, Le Sportif,
Angel, Rob, Gavin and other mystery men.
The home team formed a guard of honour
tunnel and clapped the visiting team onto the
pits. Presidents pegged for the opening shot
and the game was on.
The teams were now ready to write
themselves into sporting history.
Berry hit an early lead with a flurry of skill
and dominated the ‘Pits’ 6-0.
Players’ form and lady luck suddenly turned
as the Valley team began their winning way,

as the aromas of Darren’s lamb spreadeagled over the nearby coals filtered through
the afternoon’s wintery atmosphere. The
swing and the beat of the amazing ‘Euro’style band, Schlockmeisters, added a
worldly rhythm, attracting many patrons to
enjoy the mini-festival in the hotel’s garden
bar.
Berry called for a time-out in an attempt to
numb the Valley’s revival to discuss tactics
while simultaneously rehydrating.
The Valley huddled around the giant brazier
set-up by ‘Flame-Thrower’ Dave earlier in
the day. The mesmerising flames seemed to
rejuvenate the Valley – like the Phoenix

rising from the ashes, they stepped out of the
smoky chapel onto the gravel to make history
repeat itself once again.
The Valley powered ahead and shut down the
game before sunset, to claim victory and the
‘Balls of Steel’ trophy with a comprehensive
41-20 score.
‘Balls of Steel’ – (also known as petanque,
bacchi or boules), is held every Sunday in ‘The
Pits’ at Kangaroo Valley’s Friendly Inn
starting at 3pm sharp.
Bring your boules (or borrow from the regular
‘Balls of Steel’ members) and feel welcome to
enjoy this fun-filled leisure sport overlooking
the magnificent valley vista.

Water photo competition invites your entry
Shoalhaven Water is calling for
entries in their third annual
Photographic Competition to be held
as part of National Water Week
taking place from Sunday 20 October.
The 2013 Photographic Competition theme
is ‘Litter in our waterways and catchments’
with all entries asked to reflect this
statement. Mayor, Joanna Gash said the
competition was asking the community to
reflect the ways in which lifestyle choices
can affect the local environment.
“The Shoalhaven Water Photographic
Competition has proven to be a fun and
innovative way to celebrate National Water
Week and to help further educate the

community as to the role water plays within
our local area,” said Councillor Gash.
“While judges will obviously be looking for
high quality images there will also be an
emphasis on the message captured within the
photo. “Council is using this competition as
way to combat cigarette butts, general litter
and plastic bags entering our pristine
waterways.”
Entries are required before Friday 4 October.
The competition is open to all amateur
photographers within the Shoalhaven. For
more information and the full list of
conditions of entry please visit
http://shoalwater.nsw.gov.au
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to maintain the health and wealth of the
oldies.
Most of our population increase (60% of
it) was due to net overseas migration.
This is the highest annual increase in
overseas migration in almost five years.
So it is difficult for other countries to
complain about our immigration policies as
we are doing our bit.
But probably the important point to all of this
is a recent comment by a pollie that we need
growing population to sustain our economic
growth.
It was a striking statement because, by
attributing our economic growth to
population growth we are in essence pointing
to a failure on all other fronts.
Such as productivity, innovation, diversity,
education and so on.
Important measures of a successful economy.
And the truth is, the failure on these other
fronts for economic growth has been a
part of our economy for some decades.

And it
strikes me
that this
reliance on
population
growth for
economic
growth is
akin to that
much
damned
theory of relying on cash stimulus for
economic growth.
Such as in the USA, China, and other
countries. And Australia for that matter,
now that our cash rate has fallen to historic
lows. In both cases economic growth is
sucking on the teat of largesse rather than on
the positive feedback loops of gains through,
say, productivity and education. What does
this mean for me? Not a lot - I am too old.
But for our youth it means that, by 2050, the
population of Big Australia may well be
unsustainable.

A look at the astral predictions for August

the spotlight on holidays and training so
expect to be busy with exams; get asked to
travel for work or to take a vacation around
this time.
Capricorn: Expect plenty of long talks into
the night and good times. Some of you may
find that fights are more common and that
they have the tendency to be more explosive
than usual.
Aquarius: Your energy will be directed into
health and work. For some of you it will
mean a new interest in alternative medicine,
while others will find themselves
preoccupied with the daily work grind.
Pisces: Those of you who are single will be
sending a flurry of texts or emails to a new
love interest and may be getting home a little
later than usual. Enjoy this month, you have
earned it.

Valley finance views
by Abacus

Australia’s population passed 23
million in April.
That is about 0.33% of the world’s
population.
Small you say? And our population is
currently growing at a rate of 1.7% per
annum according to the ABS.
That compares to a population growth of
1.1% for the rest of the world.
So we are way above the average.
And our growth is more due to increasing
life expectancy and net migration rather than
new births, resulting in an ageing population.
The median age of 37 is the same as in 2006
but it has increased by 4.7 years during the
last two decades.
Ageing populations are not good for the
economy - just ask Japan.
As the ratio of older to younger increases,
the younger must increase productivity just

Aries: The start of this month will see the
spotlight on romance and children. If you are
single and looking for love, you have great
stars for meeting someone new this month.
Taurus: This month will see the spotlight on
your home and parents. Expect parents to
come for a visit or vice versa. You will also
be burning up the phone lines with siblings
and extended family members.
Gemini: You may find that you are
directing most of your energy towards
earning more money or increasing your
possessions, while the rest of you sort
through some romance issues on the home
front.
Cancer: While it’s a great time to get a
makeover and make other changes, it’s an
even better time to work out what makes you
happy and take some time out to manage
your own needs.

Leo: It’s a great time to increase your income
as Venus (who loves money) is living in your
second house (house of money) so pay rises,
and part time work on the side, should all
give you extra cash.
Virgo: This month should be quiet when
compared to July with the focus on behind
the scenes/spirituality. Meanwhile you may
find yourself involved in some community or
volunteer events.
Libra: Most of your energy and
communication will still be tied up with your
career, while you may find yourself taking
“time out” from your love life as well. Any
health issues will be resolved.
Scorpio: Romance sure looks good for you
this month with Venus making waves in your
social life. Many of you will cross the line
between friends and lovers this month.
Sagittarius: The start of the month will see

News tips please to
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Bowls report
Mark Power became the Berry 2013
singles champion, defeating Phil
Chittick (aka Jingles) 31-24.
Mark had previously won the title three
times but Rod Loosemore dominated the
singles arena in 2011 and 2012.
This year saw a resurgent and highly
motivated Mark Power show great form in
all games leading up to the final.
His toughest game was against Rod where he
played 45 ends to grind out a two point win
in fast approaching darkness.
In the final against Jingles, Mark won 16 of
31 ends and was able to score points at
crucial stages.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Three times he broke away
to establish good leads but
on each occasion Jingles
reeled him in and on three
ends his final bowl
prevented major scores to
his opponent.
On the crucial nineteenth
end Mark made yet another
break and was never
headed.
Late in the game, Jingles
scored seven points in
three ends to close the gap
to two points but Mark
then pulled away, showing
great drawing ability in
cold and windy conditions.
On social rinks, scores
Mark Power (impressive winner of the Singles title) consoles Jingles
were often lop-sided.
The closest game was a 20-16 win for Phil
At the AGM held during the month, Jim
Kelly, Peter Haddon and Barry Dunn over
Starkey was elected to the committee of the
Slim Ward, Ian Parr and Rob Folkard.
Berry Men’s Bowling Club along with Barry
The winners established a good lead at the half
Dunn.
way mark but this was gradually whittled away
David Armstrong was elected President.
to a two point lead until five points on the
It was noted at the AGM that Wednesday
nineteenth end decided the issue.
social bowls has seen an increase in numbers
One triples game saw Irene Dunn, Daryl
over the past twelve months with 30 to 34
Atkins and Adam Rigney score a good win
attendees and a special thanks was passed on
over Cath Cole-Clark, Bob Dunn and Derek
to the ex -Kangaroo Valley members
Raymond.
It is great the way the Kangaroo Valley
Irene felt that her team had won through
players, both men and women, have blended
playing better bowls while husband Bob felt
in with the Berry Club and how well they are
that his team could have won if it had not been
all doing.
windy, if he had not been distracted and if he
The Biased one
had not been feeling a bit “off”. Hmm.

Phil Chittick rear watches Mark Power closely

FOR ALL YOUR RURAL CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS
Hay and
Silage
sales

44 651 177

Direct drilling
Ploughing
Slashing
Weed spraying
ChemCert
accredited

Geoff and Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122

Tania 0409 289 123

Consulting
Property
management
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The Sports
Report
Kangaroo Valley Golf Club News

Saturday June 22 was a Stableford
competition and we had enough
starters for both a Women’s and
Men’s event.
There were no outstanding scores with
only the winners managing to score to
their handicap.
Terrrene Grant won the Women’s comp with
36 points, Natalie McDonnell was second
with 32 points, beating Joan Edwards on a
count-back.
Robbie McDonnell won the Men’s comp,
also with 36 points, Ron Bower was second
with 35 points and Rod Ashbolt was third
with 34.
You may remember it bucketed rain for
nearly a week after that which forced the
postponement of the June Medal round until
the following Saturday, July 6.
It was a very windy and bitterly cold day and
our scores reflected the weather.
They were not good. Gordon Thomson
managed to make the best of it with a nett 78.
David Golovsky was second with a nett 79
and Joan Edwards third with a nett 79.
It was great seeing Gordon back in the
winner’s circle and getting his swing working
again after his argument with a tree. Saturday
July 13 was a two ball team event with a
singles competition in conjunction.
Two visitors from the Concord Club, Geof
Marsh and Robert Calkhaven, won the team
event with 44 points.
The father-son team of John and Brad Innes
were second with 42 points, beating Ron

What a view from the second green! (note the cart tracks on the fairway it was a “wet track”

Bower and Peter Hughes on a countback.
John Innes had a great 41 points to take out
the singles event with John Innes finishing
second with 37 points and John Seyffer third
with 34 points.
Until next time Seventy Plus

For Valley Voice
advertising please
phone
44 651 621
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and
Ornamental trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and
Hedging

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice

Kangaroo Valley Security

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

J. Brian. Davidson

Painter and Decorator

(35 years experience)
including Colour Consultation. Fully Insured.
Reasonable Rates Call Brian for free
quotation for work under $1000

0412 227 292

Does your home need a new look
I’m a painter with over 30 years experience.
I work all areas—no job is too small—and guarantee
the quality of my work.
For a free quote call Trevor
4422 4748
0407 107 494

New Look Painting
Lic. No. R90438
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Electrical services and renewable
energy systems for your
home or business
Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: A3257263

P: 44 651 540
E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au

Mike and Cathy Gorman
MTA Member
Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089

John Wright
0411 619 179
email Wassa@shoal.net.au
Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley

All mechanical repirs

Call Warren 0438 418 198

Wrights Farm
Machinery P/L

4465 1030

Call Warren 0438 418 198 4465 1030
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Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding,
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous
Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

• 24/7 Emergency plumbing
•All construction work
•Renovations and extensions
•No job too BIG or small
•All your plumbing needs

Call Dave on 0431-466-417
Lic No: 242026C
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Council to provide free
e-waste collection points
Shoalhaven City Council has
partnered with DHL to establish free
‘Drop Zone’ e-waste collection points
across the City.
Under the new produce stewardship
program local residents will be able to
recycle unwanted televisions and
computers free of charge at all of
Council’s Recycling and Waste Depots
as well as at TSR E-Waste at South
Nowra.
Mayor, Joanna Gash welcomed Council’s
partnership with DHL as she encouraged

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

local residents to take advantage of the free
program.
“Currently, too many of the community’s
unwanted or unused electronic items are
ending up in landfill,” said Clr Gash.
“Further to this, Council is seeing further
cases of electronic waste being illegally
dumped by residents looking to avoid tipping
fees.
“This new free recycling program will
provide the community with greater
flexibility in recycling electronic waste while
conserving both the area’s landfill and local
environment.”
“Local residents now have access to an ongoing, free recycling service for old or
unwanted televisions, computers and
computer products, such as printers,
keyboards and mice, regardless of their age
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or brand.”
Items able to be recycled under the new
program include Televisions.
Computers and computer products.
Laptops, notebooks, palmtops and
tablets.
Computer monitors.
Internal hard drives, motherboards,
cards, internal power supplies,
CPUs, DVD and CD drives.
Mice, keyboards, joysticks, game pads,
scanners and web cameras.
Printers - ink-jet, dot matrix, laser
printers and multi-functional
devices.
CONTACT:
Mayor Joanna Gash 0427 160 172

Christopher Cook—Dental Prosthetist

“Pineview Cottage” 160 Old South Road, Bowral 2576

(02) 4862 1046
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
CARING, PERSONAL SERVICE
NO REFERRAL NEEDED - FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

Stephen 0406 344 820

Nathan 0414 713 353
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The wonders of the Old Silk Road

24 hour crisis services
Police, Ambulance, Fire Brigade

000

To call emergency services from
a mobile phone with no network

112

Lifeline

13 11 14

Salvation Army Care Line

1300 363 622

Health Direct Australia

1800 022 222

Mensline Australia

1300 789 978

Rape Crisis Centre (NSW)

1800 424 017

Domestic Violence Line (NSW)
1800 666 463
Poisons Information Centre

13 11 26

Telephone Interpreter Service
(for speech/communication impairment)
1300 555 727
Beyondblue Info Line

1300 224 636

Counselling support
Suicide Call Back Service

1300 659 467

Salvation Army National Hope Line
1300 467 354
Sane Australia

1800 187 263

Parentline NSW

1300 130 062

Family Relationships Advice Line
1800 050 321
Relationships Australia

1300 364 277

Dads in Distress

1300 853 437

Grief support Line

02 9489 6644

Compassionate Friends
(Bereaved Parents and Suicide Survivors)
1800 671 621
National Association for Loss and Grief
02 6882 9222
Mental Health Information Service
1300 794 991
Association of Friends and Relatives
of the Mentally Ill (ARAFMI)
1800 655 198
Credit and Debt Hotline

1800 808 488

(Continued from page 32)

poignant moments, as all around was not
only the natural beauty of these places, but
also the evidence of the struggle to establish
independent economies following the decline
of the soviet system.

Decline of an empire
One of the most startling discoveries during
the journey through Georgia, Azerbaijan and
Armenia was the evidence of the decline of
the soviet system.
Countries mainly focused on single or
limited economies during soviet times have
struggled to rebuild following the dissolution
of the system, which often had whole
factories manufacturing single parts, which
were then shipped to a central assembly
place.
Reportedly this was to lessen the impact of
any enemy attack on infrastructure; however,
it also limited the ability of countries to
operate with any independence. '

You can check out anytime you like, but you
can never leave'.
The ruins of many of these plants often lie
down the road from the civilisations that
have preceded them, sending us all a
poignant message.
Khiva, Uzbekistan
From the modern ruins of the soviet system,
we move to the ancient ruins of the restored
Silk Road city of Khiva.
This is the land of the music of the Prima
Donna of Uzbekistan, Yulduz Uzmanova,
famous across Central Asia. But Khiva and
Uzbekistan bring much more than just great
music ... the minarets, the mud brick city
walls, the madrassas conjure images of
caravans, camel trains, harems, Khans, as the
team learn a little about algebra, wander the
city streets ... and of course haggle in the
bazaars and take tea in the markets.
Ian Chambers

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258

Gay and Lesbian Counselling Service
1800 184 527
Carers NSW

1800 242 636

NSW Rural Mental Health Support Line
1800 201 123
Veterans and Veterans Family
Counselling Service
1800 011046

CENTRELINK

13 10 21

Editor’s note
This list was compiled by Jennefer Hutton as
part of the work undertaken by the Seniors
Support group in the valley.

Reliable service,
excellent equipment, competitive quotes.
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!

Special events August 2013

September 7 Noah’s Challenge
September 21 Trek for Timor

August 10

Pre school winter dance

October 25-27 KV Folk Festival

August 20

Foundation meeting Friendly Inn Village Garden K.V. Hall 6-30 pm

October 26 KV Public School Country Fair
(10 am-3 pm)

August 25

Celtic Day at the showground 9 am to 3 pm

Organisations are invited to use this page
to claim the date for any events they are planning,
so as to avoid doubling up and clashes
with other groups

Monthly events

Weekly events

Mon (1st)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214

Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990

Mon (2nd)

Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery. Peter Stanton 4465 1688

Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 8 am

Mon (3rd)

A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Donna Parker, 4465 2170
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Workbee. Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
for confirmation and location of meeting place.

Mon
Tues

Tues (2nd)

Pre School Meeting

Tues (2nd)

Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm Proceeds to Alzheimers Australia 4465 2001

Tues (2nd)

KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon Garth Chittick 4465 1367

Wed

Tues (2nd)

KV Pioneer Settlement Trust meeting 9 am to 10.30 am
Elaine Apperley 4465 2026

Wed

Tues (4th)

Lions Club. Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thurs (2nd)

P. and C. Meeting – – KV School

Wed

Fri (2nd)

View Club General Meeting and Luncheon – 12 pm – locations as advised

Wed

Fri (4th)

Monthly Mingles. Bistro One 46 Moss Vale Road

Sat (last)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482

Sun (last)

Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140

Bi-weekly events
Wednesdays daytime twice monthly and Wednesdays (at night once monthly)
Guided meditation 6-15 pm to 7-45pm Patsy Robb 44 651 626 Mobile 0432 522 030
Thursday (1st and 3rd)

Tues

Wed
Thurs
Thurs
Sat
Sun

Men’s Group— 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
44 651 364
Cuppa and kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Mass St Joseph’s 6-15 am
Pioneer Museum Park Conservation
Group from 9am finishing about 4pm
Ph: Werner Bayer 4465-1058 and
Phil Scott on 4465-1968.
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm
Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
The Friendly Inn 7 p.m
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact
44 651 364
Pilates KV Hall 1 pm—2-15 pm
Enquiries 44 651 958
1-3 pm Women's Care and share Anglican Hall 44 651 585
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 8 am
Anglican Church 4465 1585
8-30 am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
Send to Angus Kennedy, Distribution Office, P.O. Box 6860, Kangaroo Valley, email to nundora2@bigpond.net.au. or “phone 44651225
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool
P and C
Public School
Scots College
Anglican Church
Sunday School
Catholic Church

Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Bianca Murphy 4465 1182
John Bond
4465 1182
Grahame Allen 4465 1089
Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708
Anne Dynon
4421 4810

CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute Isabel Butler
4465 1248
Lions Club
Jason Horton
4465 2222
V.I.E.W. Club Jan Cole
4861 7572
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock
4465 1357
Environment
Rosemary Johnson 4465 2197
Wildlife Rescue South Coast
0418 427 214
Wires
4862 1788
AGES and STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Gary Thomas
Cuppa and kids Cecily Paterson

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Ambulance
000
Poisons
13 1126
Integral Energy
13 1003
Lifeline
13 1114
Fire
000
SPORTS and EXERCISE
Bushwalking
Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
Cricket Club
Hugh Sinclair 0435 001 294
Fishing Club
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
Frisbee
Mark McLennan 0439456356
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Hockey Club
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Pilates
Melinda Mangold 0404 483 680
Pony Club
Bronwyn Petersen 4465 2364
Rowing Club Gerry Garrett
4465 1419
Tennis Club
Bruce Rodway
4465 1756

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
4446 1160 Alcholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
4465 1585 Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482
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Budgong Community Group
Nicholas Carlile 4446 0591
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival Denise Wright
4465 1963
K.V.C.A..
Barbara Woodney 4465 1117
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
K. V. Sustainable Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain David Smart
4465 1214
K. V. Show
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Osborne Park/Hall Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Tourist Assn Brenda Sambrook
0407 466 890
Upper River Progress Assn
David Loneragan 4465 1364
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